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As required by Section 51 of Chapter 367 of the Acts of 1978: A
special legislative committee is hereby established to consist of two
members of the senate and seven members of the house of representa-
tives, for the purpose of making an investigation and study of safety
regarding the transportation, storage and siting of storage facilities of
liquefied natural gas and other liquefied energy gases. Said committee
may travel within or without the commonwealth. Staff and necessary
space shall be provided for the committee.

Said committee may file reports from time to time, but shall file its
final report together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry its
recommendations, if any, into effect with the clerk of the house of
representatives on or before the last Wednesday of December, nine-
teen hundred and seventy-eight.

A. Focus of Special Committee
The Special Legislative Committee established to investigate and

study the safety regarding Liquefied Natural Gas and other Liquefied
Energy Gases, submits this report to the Massachusetts General Court
as an interim reporting of the Committee’s investigations and delibera-
tions. The report is not intended as the Committee’s final assessment of
its study, but rather to report the actions, findings, and recommenda-
tions of the Committee accomplished thus far within its mandate.

The Committee limited its scope to one consistent with an interim
approach to the subject, because of time constraints and other limiting
factors (e.g. no full-time staff was provided to the Committee),
coupled with the Committee’s realization that the issues relating to
LEG safety would continue to be ofpublic concern and debate beyond
the mandated study period. Discussions with public officials, industry
representatives, and scientists knowledgeable in the field, reinforced
the Committee’s decision to approach its mandate on an interim
fact-finding basis this year, with the intent of identifying and obtaining

I. ENABLING LEGISLATION CREATING THE
SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE

11. SCOPE OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE
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all the available information necesary to expedite deliberations and
investigations next year under a recommended continuation of the
Special Committee.

The initial focus of the Committee was principally directed toward
the issues relating to Liquefied Natural Gas systems and safety. Recog-
nized experts were identified and consulted; visits to various LNG
facilities and testing sites were made; research literature was identified,
and those reports available were obtained and reviewed; applicable
Federal and State Laws and Regulatory agencies were identified, and a
three-day fact-finding hearing was held at the State House at the end of
November. Consistent with the Committee’s interim approach and
focus, these hearings were video-taped for future review and reference
purposes.

B. Methodology of Special Committee
After Committee member appointments, hold executive ses-
sions to define scope of study (initial approach decided to be
fact-finding with focus on LNG).
Identify and consult recognized LNG/LEG safety experts (to
include in addition to scientists and engineers, government and
industry representatives and concerned public interest groups).
Identify, obtain and review all available research reports and
literature (for informational as well as identification and com-
parative purposes regarding relative public hazards and risks).
Identify and document all existing federal, state, and quasi-
judicial law, regulations, and agencies involved with LEG sys-
tems and safety operations (including those agencies charged
with oversight and research investigations relating to LEG).
Identify and visit selected LNG/LEG facilities and testing sites
(to gain first hand perspective of present safety operations
employed).
Hold a public fact-finding hearing (video-taping all testimony
for future reference and review).
Report to the Legislature summarizing the scope of the study,
and the activities, findings, and recommendations of the Com-
mittee accompanied by a request for continuation (including
recommendations for Committee investigation under the pro-
posed continuation of the Special Committee).
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lnclude with interim report to the Legislature any recommenda-
tions for legislation on the part of the Committee as a result of
its study to that time.

- Make available the interim Committee report to the scientific
community and industry, government, and public interest
groups, for review, comment and suggestions for future Com-
mittee study and action.

111. INTRODUCTION

The Committee viewed as its primary task the identification and
review of the current safety procedures, regulations, and activities
involved in the transportation and storage of Liquefied Energy Gases
within the Commonwealth.

The importation of liquefied natural gas is dependent upon a com-
plex supply system commencing with the processing of raw natural gas
to remove impurities and culminating in the distribution of the gas to
the consumer.

Hazards to safety prevail at each level of the importation process
including the storage, transporting and handling of the liquid fuel.

The Committee during its study, through research, site visits and
testimony, attempted to identify and review the hazards presented by
LEG (principally focusing on LNG) storage, transport, and processing
and the uncertainties present in the understanding and predictions of
those hazards. The principle issue of concern was whether the techno-
logical, management, and regulating controls exercised over LEG
Facilities and operations in the Commonwealth are sufficient to pro-
vide the general public with an acceptable level of safety.

The principle risks to the public associated with LEG operations
arise because spilled cryogenic gases pose hazards not found with
other flammable materials in that they are extremely thermally radiant
and vaporize rapidly. For example, ifLNG is accidentally spilled from
its container and is ignited, the burning pool of LNG may produce an
exceptionally large flame which radiates significant amounts of ther-
mal radiation causing burn injuries and damage some distance from
the flame. This contrasts with conventional higher hydrocarbon fuels
which burn more slowly, produce lower flames, and whose thermal
radiation is largely reduced by soot, tending to keep the effects of the
burning pool confined to the fire itself.
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*

Should the spilled LNG not ignite in the immediate vicinity of the
spill, it will spread until contained by a dike. On water there is no
containment. As the cold liquid evaporates it will lie close to the
ground, will warm and rise to form a neutrally buoyant vapor cloud
thermally insulated from the ground which could travel and ignite
some distance from the spill. This distance is of prime concern regard-
ing the safety of people and property near LNG facilities. The litera-
ture reports that the cloud will be flammable when mixed with air in
gas concentrations between 5 and 15%. LPG is reported to become
flammable in gas concentrations from 2 to 9%. While the likelihood of
major accidental spills is estimated to be small, the results of a vapor
cloud igniting in a populated area poses a serious safety hazard to the
general public.

Considerable research on LEG safety has been carried out although
uncertainties still exist in present capabilities to predict the magnitude
and occurrence of hazards. Review of the available literature revealed
that significant sources of uncertainty and inconsistency exist as well,
principally as aresult of the varying assumptions and models involving
LNG spills employed in the different risk assessments conducted.

Given the mandate of the Committee to investigate and study the
safety regarding the present systems and processes of LEG within the
Commonwealth, the Committee, at the outset, took a fact-finding
approach to its duties and focused on LNG transportation and
storage.

A. Distrigas Terminal, Everett
The Committee members initially took advantage ofan offerto visit

the Distrigas terminal in Everett in July, coinciding with the arrival of
the LNG tanker, Descartes. (Committee members and staff unable to
tour the facility at that time visited the terminal later in November.)
This afforded the members the opportunity to witness first hand, while
aboard the Coast Guard vessel Pendent, the procedures employed by
the Coast Guard during an LNG tanker inspection and escort into the
Boston Harbor. The Committee was also able to observe the offload-
ing procedure at the Distrigas terminal and the security measures
employed at that time.

IV. INVESTIGATIONS BY THE COMMITTEE
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The Everett Distrigas terminal is the country’s first LNG import
terminal. It has been in operation since 1971, and is located on a 34
acre industrially zoned area. The two above ground tanks have a
combined storage capacity of 155,000 cubic meters of LNG and are
surrounded by asphalt covered, stone stabilized dikes approximately
15 feet high. The dikes are located at minimum distances of 65 feet
from the smaller tank and 105 feet from the larger tank.

The LNG tanker Descartes is a French Vessel with a practical
delivery capacity of 47,000 cubic meters. Over the course of a year, the
tanker will make approximately 12-16 trips to the Distrigas terminal
from Algeria.

While the general safety procedures and security measures during
the visit appeared adequate, the Committee did note several areas of
concern;

a significant section of the pipeline trestle from the pier to
the tanks is adjacent to a large active scrap metal disposal
area with seemingly insufficient protection.

While two or more off-duty Everett police officers
patrolled the access along the Distrigas property, the patrol
did not include the catwalk access from the scrap metal
disposal area.

conversation with the police officers covering the off-
loading revealed they had no specialized training in cargo
handling or sabotage attacks other than crowd control.

There apparently exists no published contingency plan
for employee evacuation from the office building and facil-
ity. Given the close proximity of thebuilding to the dike and
smaller tank and the likelihood of site ignition in the event
ofa major spill such a plan should be discussed. The disclo-
sure of such a plan to the general public is secondary.

B. China Lakes Testing Facility
In September 1978, the Committee took the opportunity to send

several of its members on an investigation of the China Lakes testing
facility in California. There, various tests on LNG under various
weather conditions are performed in a remote area of the desert under
a Coast Guard research program. Dr. Douglas Lind, who has been
working there for more than 21 years and who currently coordinates
testing, was on hand for a discussion with the Committee.
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Dr. Lind has conducted tests on the properties and volatility ofLNG
and LPG in the past 2 years. On the basis of these tests, he offered the
following observations:

LPG can be detonated whereas he has been unable to
detonate LNG.

an LNG fire will only burn for a short amount of time.
LNG does not burn; it is the gas as it warms up which

burns.
The Committee was unable to view any testing of a downwind

dispersion model due to unfavorable wind conditions. However, they
were able to view films of the tests previously conducted by Dr. Lind.
He is planning to continue the downwind dispersion tests in the future.

Several members of the Committee also visited the off-shore LNG
facility located 5 miles north of the Patuxent River entrance on the
western shore of the Chesapeake Bay. The Cove Point facility is an
LNG base load plant which commenced operation in March of 1978. It
is located on an 1,022 acre tract in an isolated area with 4 above ground
storage tanks with a combined capacity of 240,000 cubic meters. This
visit offered the Committee the opportunity to compare the design and
safety procedures to those incorporated by the Distrigas facility. The
Committee toured the facility where the tanks are located. Each tank
consists of an aluminum inner tank and a carbon steel outer tank,
insulated with perlite. The storage tanks are surrounded by earthen
dikes which are designed to retain the maximum capacity of the tanks
should a spill occur. The tanks are located 1/4 mile away from the
closest residence while the facility is almost 1 mile from the Cove Point
community.

The plant has 10 vaporizing units for use when operating at total
capacity. About 2% of this vaporized gas is used for fuel for the equip-
ment.

7,000,000 customers are served by this facility which is approxi-
mately 15% of the gas customers of the United States.

After touring the plant, the Committee was taken to the offshore
receiving terminal which is approximately 1 mile from shore. The
plant itself is 1/2 mile long and is capable of receiving two 125,000
cubic meter capacity tankers simultaneously. Unloading operations

C. Cove Point Import Terminal
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are monitored by plant personnel from two control towers which sit
about 95 feet above the water. They are able to view the ship and the
pier at this height. During offloading, the TNG is piped through
stainless steel piping to the onshore tanks.

The security aspects of the facility were also noted by the Commit-
tee. There are security guards positioned at the only entrance to the
facility at all times. Buildings with TNG processing equipment are
vented at the bottom for constant ventilation. Flame detectors and
leakage detectors are placed throughout the terminal and the building
as a further precaution.

Eight monitor nozzles are located in the area of the storge tanks to
spray water on the tanks and surrounding equipment should an emer-
gency arise. The terminal also has a fire station equipped with a fire
truck and a water pumping truck. The Fire Departments in the Cove
Point area have been trained to assist also. The safety on the platform
is equally extensive.

The shipping channel is 1 /i miles from the facility.The Coast Guard
does not allow any boats within specified distances of the facility.
Tugboats are ready at all times. There are escape vehicles which hold
28 people each, located in various areas of the platform. The tunnel has
oxygen analyzers to detect nitrogen leaks into the TNG area. Walls are
insulated so if there is a leak, there will be no sudden shock to crack the
concrete. All equipment is electronically powered.

While the Exxon terminal could be viewed from the Distrigas
facility, the Committee did not have the opportunity to tour the
facility. The Committee recommends that a visit be taken in the
Spring, if the Special Committee is extended.

E. LEG Peak Shaving Storage Facilities in Massachusetts
The Committee has identified these facilities throughout the Com-

monwealth and recommends that visits to several of the sites be made
at a later date. Because of time contraints no visits were possible up to
this point. It is further recommended that these visits be made taking
the truck transportation routes to those sites used by the LEG haulers.
Appended is a list of LNG and LPG peak shaving facilities in Massa-
chusetts. (Appendix I).

D. LPG Marine Terminal Facility (Exxon Co. Everett)
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As a further element of its study, the Committee held a three day
public fact finding hearing in the State House on November 27,28,29.
The topic of discussion was the shipping, truck/rail transportation,
and storage and distribution of LNG/LPG operations. Representa-
tives from the various regulatory agencies and industries were invited
to testify. (See Appendix II for a listing of all invited participants.) In
addition to the oral testimony, written testimony from all interested
parties was accepted as well.

The Committee at the outset recognized that the issue would con-
tinue to be of concern beyond the term of the Special Committee.
Therefore, arrangements were made with the Legislative Service
Bureau to have the three day session videotaped. Videotapes of the
testimony are available for reference by the Committee and the Gen-
eral Court at any time and are valuable for future educational pur-
poses on the subject of LEG. For this reason, the testimony has not
been transcribed for inclusion with this report.

Sould the Special Committee be extended by an act of the General
Court, further deliberations with these individuals is deemed both
appropriate and essential to the scope of any legislative activity in the
regulation of liquefied energy gases.

The following is a list of those people and the organizations they
represent who actually testified during the three day hearing.

Dr. Ralph Glasfeld Professor Richard Wilson
General Dynamics Harvard University
97 East Howard St. Massachusetts Avenue
Quincy, MA 02169 Cambridge, MA

Mr. Robert Norton Captain Eldrige
Mr. John Bewick Lt. Jerry Kichner
Distrigas Corp. United States Coast Guard
18 Rover Street 427 Commercial Street
Everett, MA 02149 Boston, MA

Paul Schlosberg
Conrad Casarjian
MASS BLAST
8 Malden Street
Everett, MA 02149

Monday

F. Public Fact-Finding Hearings
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Tuesday

William Belkin P. Joseph Gibbons
Algonquin Gas Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety
1284 Soldiers Field Rd. 100 Summer Street (Suite 1517)
Brighton, MA Boston, MA

John Williams Frank Hayes
Gas, Inc. Federal Railroad Administration
95 E. Merrimack St. 150 Causeway St., Room 1307
Lowell, MA Boston, MA 02114

James Coffin George Paul
Country Gas Fire Commissioner
131 Water St. Department of Public Safety

Danvers, MA 01923 1010 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA

Jack Pepas
Exxon
151 Bow Street

Everett, MA 02149

Wednesday

Charles Buckley
Boston Gas Co.

1 Beacon Street
Boston, MA

Joseph Nee
Department of Public Utilities
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

Ronald Danielson
Bay State Gas Co.
995 Belmont Street
Brockton, MA 02401

Joseph O’Keefe
Department of Public Safety
1010 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA

Harold Melden, Jr.
Commonwealth Gas
157 Cordaville Road

Alan Gottlieb
Department of Public Works
100 Nashua Street

Southborough, MA 01772 Boston, MA
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Joseph L. DolanPhil Shapiro
Energy Facility Siting Council

1 Ashburton Place
Deputy Fire Chief
Boston Fire Department
115 Southampton Street
Roxbury, MA

Boston, MA

Wilbur Walls
Martin Grimes
National Fire Protection Association
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA 02210

The Northeast region, particularly New England has traditionally
been beset with high energy costs. The climate, geography and min-
imal resource allocations of the New England states have resulted in a
growing dependence upon imported oil as the primary energy source
utilized for electricity generation, home heating, commercial and
industrial uses.

As a result of this prevailing dependence on imported oil and the
rising price of this energy source, the Northeast region is presently
pursuing an adjustment of its consumption patterns.

Prospects for the use of soft energy sources such as solar and wind
power are primarily directed toward residential and small business
consumption. In order to promote a balanced energy policy for this
region, it appears that New England may also focus upon hard energy
alternatives including coal and nuclear energy, complimented by off-
shore oil and gas in order to confront the impending scarcity of
worldwide oil reserves.

Using the past decade as a barometer, siting problems, construction
delays, and public opposition will be a major obstacle to the immediate
reliance upon nuclear as a source of power for electricity generation.
Further Congressional action regarding the deregulation of natural
gas, the nuclear power industry, coal production, solar energy devel-
opment, the leasing of Georges Bank tracts for oil and gas explora-
tion, and other actions will play a key role in the region’s future energy
direction and costs.

V. THE ROLE OF LEG IN THE COMMONWEALTH
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The priority interest of the Northeast region is to ensure that a
national energy policy relieves the area from inequitable supply and
pricing of energy. While the energy strategy will revolve around the
increase of domestic energy production, the complexity of both plan-
ning and regulation will severely hamper the expeditious resolution of
the problem facing the Northeast.

With the recent deregulation of gas prices, it is possible that domes-
tic production may rise dramatically. It is also conceivable that syn-
thetic natural gas from petroleum or coal or coal-gasification may
offer a suitable energy alternative. Based upon our immediate goal of
reducing reliance upon imported oil and with images of the cold
winters of 1975 and 1976 still fresh in our minds, additional gas
supplies indeed appear desirable in the immediate future. The actual
future role of LNG and LPG as significant energy sources remains
cloudy until the advent of a national and/or state energy policy.

It is imperative that intergovernmental officials face the desirability
of framing an energy policy in order to provide sufficient lead time for
the design and construction of LNG facilities. Planning and approval
process takes at least 3-4 years followed by an additional 3 years to
construct an LNG terminal.

The report of this committee is predicated upon theassumption that
liquefied energy gases, namely liquefied natural gas and liquefied
propane gas, will continue to be utilized as an increasing source of
supplemental energy to the New England region. We recognize this
assumption may be altered in the future, given a nationwide energy
plan which renders the importation of this energy source compara-
tively uneconomical or contrary to the customary trade-offs between
political, social, and environmental values and energy needs.

According to the New England Energy Congress Preliminary
Report for Public Review Supply Committee’s findings, natural gas
presently comprises approximately 8.6% of New England’s energy
supply compared with a U.S. average of 27%. They further conclude
that the percentage of natural gas supplies to meet New England’s
energy needs will grow to as much as 25% by the year 2000.

Worldwide natural gas reserves approximate 2,546.4 trillion cubic
feet. Actual reserves are greater however. The above figure represents
the Comptroller General’s prediction of the quantity of gas of which
there is reasonable certainty of successful excavation. Natural gas
consumption currently approximates 28 trillion cubic feet yearly.
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Because of the transportation and storage advantages ofLiquefied
Energy Gas systems, an increased role of these systems is expected.
Massachusetts is an area in which the winter demand for gas is far
greater than summer demand, winter peak days having ten to eleven
times the summer requirement. For this principal reason, LEG’s prime
use has been for peak shaving purposes (supplementing gas deliveries
in periods of high demand) with facilities located throughout the state,
some possessing the capacity to liquefy gas and others having storage
capabilities only (satellite).

According to a March 1977 Federal Regional Council report, dur-
ing April 1975 through March 1977, supplemental gas in the form of
ENG, LPG, and SNG accounted for 11% of the total natural gas
delivered in New England. On a peak day, however, this supplemental
gas accounted for as much as 40% of the total delivered to New
England customers.

The Council report also forecasted the supplemental gas demand in
New England in 1985 to range between 9% and 25% of the total
delivered natural gas. The variation is due primarily to the projected
total gas demand and political considerations regarding the level of
imports from foreign sources. (About 75% of the imported propane
comes from Venezuela and the majority of LNG to this area originates
in Algeria.)

The recent Preliminary Report for Public Review by the New
England Energy Congress (November 1978)also recommended thata
5% yearly increase in natural gas consumption should be encouraged
to diminish reliance on foreign oil in New England and allow the
burning of the cleanest fossil fuel. Additional LNG imports may also
be necessary to offset the decline in domestic gas production by the
1990’5, thereby allowing for a higher than expected percentage of gas
consumption in New England.

Given this perspective, it appears that the role of LEG in the
Commonwealth will expand beyond the present peak shaving capabil-
ities which presently exist.

Although the potential exists for the development of natural gas off
Georges Bank, the vulnerability of foreign supplies to political and
economic instability and the projected shortfalls from such an occur-
rence should be considered in future committee deliberations involv-
ing the future role of LEG within the Commonwealth.
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Natural gas is an oderless, colorless mixture, consisting primarily of
methane, ethane, propane, nitrogen and other hydrocarbons. The gas
is liquefied at -259 fahrenheit, reducing the volume to approximately
1/600 of the gas stored at ambient temperature. The composition of
the liquid is varied, however methane concentration is usually between
85-95% of the mixture.

LNG differs from LPG in the level of hydrocarbons found in the
cryogenic state. LPG consists of heavier hydrocarbons (butane and
propane) and reaches its liquid state at -44 degrees fahrenheit.

LNG and LPG as well as gasoline and kerosene burn rapidly when
detonated by the requisite ignition source. In the event of a spill, the
LNG will proceed through several states. Initially the liquid will begin
to vaporize when exposed to temperatures above the cryogenic level.
Once the temperature rises above the -258, the gas will boil and then
vaporize. The water present in the air condenses causing a cloud or
plume of gas to be formed, at least 1.5 times as heavy as air.

The detonability of this plume signifies one of the largest hazards of
this material. The potential arises for vapor clouds drifting over popu-
lated areas prior to encountering a sufficient ignition source. Until the
gas is totally dispersed, the vapor cloud will travel close to the ground
subject to combustion when in contact with an ignition source. It will
burn with slight atmospheric pollution in comparison with other fossil
fuels.

Once ignited the fire will spread rapidly through the entire LNG
cloud ending only when the level of gas dispersion renders flame
transmission impossible.

LNG vapor can burn only at concentrations in the range of 5-15%
per volume of air. When the vapor is diluted beyond the 5% lower
flammable limit, it is too diluted to be ignited.

If a spill vaporizes and ignites, the radiation accompanying the fire
may cause injuries depending upon the size of the fire, duration, wind
velocity and proximity of individuals involved.

When the cloud is ignited, most research indicates that the fire is
likely to burn back to the source and persons within the path of the
vapor cloud are likely to suffer fatal injuries.

VI. PROPERTIES FOR LNG AND LPG
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A. Shipping
As previously mentioned, the majority of liquefied natural gas

entering the Northeast region is imported from Algeria.
The gas reserves are processed in Algeria and removed to a liquefica-

tion facility whereupon the gas is transformed into a more manageable
state through the cryogenic process.

The committee has not as yet focused upon the liquefication of the
energy source at the situs plant.

The TNG is exported from the liquefication plant in specially
designed and constructed tankers. The insulated holding tanks consist
of welded sheets of a nine percent nickel alloy steel capable of with-
standing the temperature alterations associated with handling cry-
ogenic cargo.

These tankers are designed to transport between 40,000 and 165,000
cubic meters of TNG. The Ben Boulaid is one of the largest world-wide
LNG marine transport vessels, with a capacity of over 165,000 cubic
meters.

LNG tankers are specialized carriers, designed to transport only
liquefied natural gas and require a significant capital investment.
These ships must be operated with procedures assuring the safety and
integrity of the loading, cooling down, warming, and discharge
operation.

Presently two major prototypes are constructed for the transit of
this hazardous cargo in accordance with Inter-governmental Maritime
Consultating Organization Codes.

The first type of tanker is a French designed membrane tank which
is double walled and insulated from the hull of the carrier with balsa
wood layers faced with plywood. The Descartes, the most frequent
visitor to the DISTRIGAS Facility contains the aforementioned
membrane tanks.

The second major design consists of a series of free standing tanks
strapped to the upper deck of the carrier anchored to the hull. These
insulated spherical tanks are constructed in South Carolina, while the
tankers are constructed in Quincy by General Dynamics.

There is no international body of law regulating the construction of
tankers, the maintenance of these tankers, nor for the qualifications of

VII. SHIP TRANSPORT
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crew members. However, tanker construction in the United States is
regulated by the Ports and Waterways Safety Act. Tankers of foreign
registration carrying hazardous cargos within the United States waters
are required to possess a letter of compliance issued by the United
States Coast Guard. The letter of compliance signifies that the foreign
carrier has met all engineering design, and construction and safety
standards required by the Coast Guard. The foreign vessels are also
subjected to inspection on their maiden voyage into U.S. waters.

Among the dangers inherent in such marine activities is the ever
present potential of a ship collision. In the event of a collision of a
severe nature, the possibility exists, despite engineering precautions, of
a tank rupture. Such a collision would provide the ignition source
capable of igniting the cargo if the accompanying vibration of the ship
ruptured the holding tanks.

While dikes and berm containment are designed to restrain the
release of TNG upon the occasion of a storage tank spill, if a spill
occurs on water, it is not so easily contained. The LNG will cool the
ocean water surface and an area immediately below. The cold liquid
will then begin to vaporize and willrise from the ocean surface creating
the aforementioned vapor plume. The plume will drift until ignited or
total dispersion in the atmosphere is finally reached.

There exists no agreement as to the rate of atmospheric dispersion
nor in the physical dimensions or retention of flammability of the
vapor cloud. Industry spokesmen have argued that an extended vapor
cloud is not practically possible at sea. Their assumption is based on
the premise that a spill of LNG at sea will most likely result from a
collision rather than a fractural failure. In the event of such a collision,
the abundance of ignition sources from the impact will all but preclude
the possibility of a vapor cloud drifting into land.

The possible disastrous consequences of a substantial LNG spill on
water are significantly enhanced if the vapor cloud spreads over a
congested area prior to ignition. The probability of such an outcome
has been subjected to intensive scrutiny without satisfactory conclu-
sions (see risk assessment). Ultimately, the degree of potential casual-
ties is a function of the location and severity of the spill, the prevailing
atmospheric conditions and other factors. It must be understood that
in light of urban import terminal siting, despite mitigting factors, the
potential for such an accident cannot be totally erased.
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For these reasons the Committee recommends further investigation
and study of risk assessment and estimates as well as other related
safety research results pertaining to LEG spill hazards.

LEG shipments have entered Boston Harbor on a regular basis since
1968. According to Coast Guard testimony, the number of propane
and natural gas carriers admitted to the harbor each year is approxi-
mately 21. They noted that the number of LEG tankers entering the
harbor had decreased in the past year due to increase in expense. They
also testified that there have been no accidents or serious incidents
involving LEG shipments within this port.

The United States Coast Guard has been delegated the authority to
supervise the entrance of hazardous cargo into Boston Harbor by ship
including liquefied energy gases. Recognizing the inherent volatility of
LNG, the Coast Guard has outlined a specific procedure for its trans-
port within the confines of Boston Harbor to guard against the danger
of ship collision and to further ensure the safety of the harbor
occupants.

The vessel’s captain is required to notify the Coast Guard Com-
mander at least seventy-two hours prior to the estimated time of
arrival. This notice signals the commencement of the Coast Guard’s
contingency plan as the Coast Guard begins monitoring the progress
of the carrier.

Prior to entrance, the Coast Guard boards the vessel for a thorough
examination of firefighting devices, valves, pumps and other
equipment.

During this inspection, the captain of the ship must present a letter
of compliance, a cargo restrictions list and the ship’s plans for propul-
sion, gas detection and other navigational devices, electrical system,
steering mechanisms, etc. Lack of compliance with any of the above
regulations provides sufficient grounds for denying the tanker access
to the port of call.

Upon entering the mouth of the Boston Harbor, a safety zone is

created as a buffer against potential ship collisions. The Coast Guard
prohibits any vessels from operating two miles ahead of the tanker and
one mileastern. The Coast Guard escort vessel accompanies the tanker
until the ship has tied to the dock.

B. Boston Harbor
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During the actual transit through the Harbor via the Mystic River,
there is constant surveillance and marine radio contact and tug boat
assistance. Minimum visibility requirements and a restriction against
nighttime operation have been imposed.

The Coast Guard further requires that during the offloading of the
hazardous cargo, the vessel’s bow shall be positioned seaward to
expedite an emergency exit from the facility. This nautical require-
ment is accomplished by one of two techniques. Either the vessel backs
alongside the pier adjacent to the Distrigas facility, or secondly, fol-
lowing the traverse under the Mystic River Bridge, four tugboats are
deployed to turn the carrier’s bow to the seaward position.

Once the TNG tanker has docked and the Coast Guard has com-
pleted the inspection, the cargo offloading process commences.

Distrigas is a base-load facility, where TNG is piped directly from
the ship into storage tanks for later regasification or trucking. The
Distrigas terminal consists of a berth and wharf along the Mystic
River, an unloading facility, two storage tanks, a diked enclosure
surrounding the storage tanks, four truck loading stations, a vaporiz-
ing system and metering device.

Prior to the offloading, Distrigas personnel initiate the cooling
down ofplant equipment including the pipeline leading to the storage
tanks and the connecting chicksan arms (an offloading mechanism
connecting the onshore pipe to the ship). Presently two chicksan arms
are mounted on the import terminal pier. During offloading the two
chicksan arms are bolted to the tanker’s cargo piping system. When the
apparatus has attained the proper cryogenic temperature, the TNG is
then pumped from the ship through a series of pipes, into the chicksan
arms and then piped to the storage tanks.

The 24 inch diameter insulated piping is composed of steel or
aluminum alloy. The LNG offloading pipes are designed with expan-
sion joints in order to relieve thermal stress during cool-down and
warm-up phases and a more efficient transfer of the cargo. A third
return pipe channels the aid and vapor from the storage tanks dis-
placed by the incoming LNG back to the ship’s storage tanks. The
LNG is unloaded at the rate of between 50 and 200 cubic meters per
minute and is accomplished within one working day.

C. Offloading at Distrigas Facility
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While there have been no reported instances of catastrophic failure,
the most likely cause of damage to an offloading arm is excessive ship
motion. In the event of accelerated ship motion, ship personnel are
instructed to discontinue the LNG transfer and to disengage the chick-
san arms. The offloading is continually monitored for systematic leaks
and is designed with shut off procedures.

A. LNG Storage
Presently in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, there are thirty-

six LNG storage tanks with a capacity of forty billion cubic feet of gas.
These inventories provide utility companies with the flexibility neces-
sary to meet peak consumption demands and to replenish tanks during
non-peak periods.

Storage facilities for LN G consist of a double-walled tank to contain
the liquid with insulation between the walls to retain the -259 degree
fahrenheit temperature, and the piping necessary to load and unload
the tank’s contents.

The typical LNG storage tank has a capacity of between 40,000 and
120,000 cubic meters. The inner tank usually consists of 9% nickel
alloy steel or an aluminum alloy. This material is highly ductile, that is,
the properties are conducive to cryogenic storage with their strength
increasing in proportion to low temperatures.

Surrounding the inner tank is perlite, or other non-flammable insu-
lating agents. The insulation separates the inner wall from the outer
wall construction of carbon steel, which does not possess the ductility
of the inner tank.

The tank rests on a platform above the ground toresist frost heaves.
The piping, either enters over the roof or near the bottom of the
structure.

The two Distrigas tanks in Everett resemble the above description.
One tank has a capacity of 59,400 cubic meters (374,000 barrels) while
the second tank has a 95,300 cubic meter capacity (600,000 barrels).
The inner tank is of the 9% nickel steel category and the three foot layer
of insulation consists of perlite, loosefill and a nonflammable fiber-
glass material. The tanks are cylindrical with a flat bottom and a
domed roof. A concrete foundation rests under both tanks with a

VIII. STORAGE
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heating system to keep the surrounding ground level area at the
temperature. The LNG is loaded through the wall near the roof in both
tanks.

Rollover is a potential safety concern in the storage of LNG. This
occurs in a storage tank when Liquefied Natural Gases of differing
densities interact. Specifically, because liquid natural gas is composed
of differing molecular weights and pressures, internal instability results
when the present tank contents are mixed with a new supply of LNG of
varying density.

Rollover would then occur as the stratified mixtures attempted to
reach a state of equilibrium. The densities of the individual layers will
mix rapidly and a portion of the liquid will vaporize, causing a
considerable and dangerous increase in tank pressure.

The Distrigas facility according to staff of the Federal Power Com-
mission has incorporated several piping arrangements to impede the
rollover phenomena. The staff is of the opinion (Final Environmental
Impact Statement for the Construction and Operation of an LNG
Import Terminal at Everett, MA., Sept., 1976 at 4-32) that recircula-
tion pumping, selective loading procedures, and a pressure relief sys-
tem should alleviate any potential problem ofrollover at the facility if
the procedures are conscientiously followed.

The Distrigas leak detection system consists of an equipment shut-
down system and a vapor monitoring system utilizing ultra-violet ray
detectors. The fire protection system consists of a hydrant network,
portable fire extinguishers, and the portable dry chemical units.

While the Committee did not view the equipment in use, investiga-
tions and discussions with Distrigas personnel indicate that the fire
protection systems are activated immediately upon the gas leak detec-
tion alarm sounding.

B. LPG Storage

In the United States LPG is utilized to a greater extent than LNG,
but it has drawn less attention. Presently, in the United States there are
sixteen major LPG import terminals in operation. In the Common-
wealth, there is an LPG import terminal owned and operated by
Exxon Corporation in Everett with a storage capacity of approxi-
mately 64,000 cubic meters. Peak shaving capacity in Massachusetts is
about 1,300,000 cubic feet of LPG. In addition, LPG is utilized by
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industries and homeowners who have their own tanks. Total storage
capacity in this sector is unknown.

The majority of LPG is stored under pressure. Large amounts are
stored in underground salt domes or caverns and smalleramounts in
above ground tanks. Most of these above ground tanks are called
bullet tanks. They are elliptical, pressurized containers, which are
single walled and contain between eight and four hundred and fifty
cubic meters.

Some of the utility storage facilities and import terminals have
refrigerated tanks. These facilities liquify the propane gas by cooling it
to -44 degrees fahrenheit. The tanks in which the liquid is stored are
double walled. Basically, their design is similar to that used by LNG
storage facilities.

The Exxon Import Terminal in Everett was designed by the
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company in 1972. Design specifications
comply with the Uniform Building Code stress level requirements to
withstand failure from earthquakes and other natural forces.

A more complete study of the LPG facilities is needed. The Exxon
import facility should be visited and more details about the LPG
industry in the Commonwealth are needed.

The Committee is unable to reach a conclusion regarding the vulner-
ability to sabotage of either the import terminal at Everett or the LNG
and LPG storage tanks within the boundaries of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, Dr. Rosenbaum concluded in the GAO Report
published in 1977, that security procedures and physical barriers at
liquefied energy facilities are not adequate to deter even an untrained
saboteur.

The Committee has not pursued the publication of private industry
security measures recognizing the counter productive effect of offering
such measures for public consumption. However, it may be reported
the LNG and LPG facilities are not unique in vulnerability to terrorist
attacks or other methods of sabotage. Rather, all energy facilities face
this potential danger.

i

Since the Cleveland catastrophe significant studies have been made
in the engineering of dikes and on other containment structures.
Insulating concrete has been designed to further reduce vaporization

C. Dikes
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and thermal shock. Federal and State regulations now require the
erection of dikes capable of surviving greater natural forces and to

reduce the hazards of a spill.
The dike system is designed as a secondary containment facility,

consisting either of low earthen structures or insulated concrete. Earth
dike walls are constructed with compacted soils and slope toward the
storage tank. The dike system is designed to ensure the containment of
TNG in case of release of LNG from the inner storage tank, and to
more adequately protect the public from a spill.

If the storage tank collapses or ruptures as a result of sabotage or
natural forces, the liquid will spill into the dike at a rate yet undeter-
mined. Dr. Rosenbaum’s worst case scenario suggests the possibility
of the entire contents of a tank spewing forth, and a significant amount
of the liquid spilling over the dike. (See 1978 Comptroller General’s
report)

The likelihood of the sequence of events posited by Dr. Rosenbaum
in the GAO Report has been dismissed by industry spokesmen. Repre-
sentatives of Distrigas contend that tank rupture will occur at an
accelerated pace yet insufficient for the liquid to overflow the inclined
dike.

The most likely storage tank failure due to aseismic action would be
the rupture of those hold-down straps linking the tanks to the ground.

If the inner tank fails, the non-cryogenic outer shell will, in most
probability, rupture from the thermal shock, spilling the contents into
the surrounding dike.

A further potential accident may result from an LNG tank crack
induced failure. In the event of sabotage or an externally produced
crack of between four and one-halfand eight and one-half feet within a
storage tank, the spillage of the tank’s contents may occur.

The severity of the impact and stress necessary to create such a
structural fault and the length of crack required to cause the ultimate
failure of the tank are still the subject of great controversy.

The Coast Guard will continue to focus upon testing and inspection
of tank construction and the inherent danger of catastrophic failure
due to a critical crack.

The physical impact of a spill on land poses a degree of uncertainty.
The rate of vaporization will be contingent upon the soil type, density,
and moisture content of the area in question, as well as the severity of
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the spill. Again, wind velocity and general weather conditions will
influence the spreading and evaporation of the pool of LNG.

Under the most stable atmospheric conditions, the distances fora
25,000 cubic meter spill vary from 300,000 feet (FPC) to 200,000
(Burgess, Bureau of Mines to 37,000(API) EM Drake“LNG Rollover
Updated” Hydrogen Proc., Jan., 1976).

Considerable attention has been focused on the ability of storage
facilities to withstand seismic activities, natural forces and sabotage,
with varying conclusions. Present standards for seismic design and
natural forces stress tolerance are established by the Uniform Building
Code, the Department of Public Utilities, U.S. Office of Pipeline
Safety. The design criteria are based upon the frequency and severity
of seismic activities within the area of the facility, and the structural
integrity necessary to withstand such a force. These regulations have
become stricter within the past decade, consequently, not all the
facilities existing today meet the latest standards. Distrigas, however,
does meet the latest standards despite construction under earlier ones.

In addition to the regulations for earthquakes and other natural
forces tolerance, there are other standards for the design, construction,
maintenance, and operation of LNG facilities. These regulations are
promulgated by the U.S. Office ofPipeline Safety and the Department
of Public Utilities.

A. LNG Truck Transport
As previously mentioned in Section I, satellite peak shaving plants

receive the liquefied natural gas'via a truck transport system.
Currently the nationwide fleet of energy gas transport vehicles

includes 80-90 LNG trucks, 2,000 LPG trucks and 100,000 gasoline
trucks.

The New England contingent includes approximately 60 LNG
trucks, over 250 LPG trucks and 10,000 gasoline trucks.

LPG and LNG transport vehicles bear a resemblance to the design
of their counterpart tankers. The truck tank has a 40 cubic meter
capacity.

LNG trucks are double walled and insulated with perlite, thus
serving a dual purpose. The insulated tank insures that the gas will

IX. TRANSPORT OF LPG AND LNG
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remain at the cryogenic state and secondly renders the cargo less
resistant to puncture and cargo loss.

Approximately one third of the LNG from the Distrigas facility is
trucked. Haulers from the facility are required to make their own
arrangements for the truck transport of this hazardous material to
their satellite facilities.

The truck loading facility is designed to load four trucks simultane-
ously. The area surrounding the loading platform is graded and vented
to promote vapor dispersion in the event of a small leak.

Several truck trips are made daily. During a sixteen month period
from April 1977 to July 1978 an average of twenty-one LNG trucks
left the facility each day or approximately 7,600 truck transports
yearly. This figure is expected to escalate by approximately five or six
transits per day as a result of Distrigas’ additional capacity.

There appears to be two major problems associated with the trans-
port vehicles entering and exiting from the Distrigas Facility. First, the
access road, Dexter Street, currently is in considerable disrepair
scarred by potholes and road upheaval. Secondly, Rover Street, while
seemingly maintained to an acceptable level, is not closed to traffic
during the offloading of LNG. This would be recommended because
the offload piping traverses the Rover Street area.

Approximately, two thirds of the LNG imported by Distrigas is
regasified and distributed via the Boston Gas network to consumers.

Under the vaporization or distribution process, the LNG is dis-
charged from the storage tanks under pressure and through a heat-
exchangfe vaporizer. The vaporizer warms the liquid, returning the
LNG to its gaseous state. If the temperature or pressure is exceeded, an
automatic shut-off system halts the process.

B. LPG Truck Transport
The distribution ofpropane primarily consists of piping, while lesser

levels of the gas are liquefied and transported under pressure by truck
and rail. According to the GAO report, there are approximately
70,000 miles of LPG pipelines, 16,000 rail cars and 25,000 LPG
transport and delivery vehicles. In the Commonwealth, however, no
LPG is transported by rail.

LPG trucks also have a high center of gravity, although lower than
LNG trucks. They are single walled vehicles with a pressurized tank.
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This design has a greater likelihood of a puncture and accompanying
spill in the event of a traffic accident, compared to TNG truck with
double walled tanks. In addition, LPG trucks are vulnerable to many
of the hazards affecting TNG transport most notably in the exterior
valves and the exposed portion of the trailer face.

The National Transportation Safety Board’s highway accident
report has documented the dangers inherent in LPG truck accidents.
Reported catastrophes indicate that upon rupture, the LPG will begin
to evaporate and spread along the adjacent area. The vapor cloud will
ignite forming fireballs of varying diameter and intense thermal
radiation.

The Committee has determined that the degree of scrutiny LNG has
been subjected to does not correspond to LPG investigation. Risk
assessments and descriptions of LPG spill detonation properties are
inconclusive and should be the focus of further study.

The motor carrier safety board retains jurisdiction over the trans-
portation of hazardous materials, which includes liquefied natural gas
and propane gas. Staffed by approximately 128 inspectors nationwide,
the New England region has but three inspectors responsible for
overseeing the hauling of hazardous cargo.

According to testimony of Joseph Gibbons of the Safety Board,
there are two types of inspections which LNG and LPG trucks maybe
subjected to. The primary inspection is described as an industry
inspection, conducted every two years by the owners of the carrier. The
second prototype is a random check conducted by the motor carrier
board with assistance rendered by the Massachusetts Division of the
Registry. These spot checks admittedly only cover a nominal number
of energy gas transport vehicles, as few as 8 per year according to Mr.
Gibbons. When questioned as to the level of personnel required to
guarantee a yearly inspection of LNG and LPG trucks, Mr. Gibbons
responded that doubling personnel would not even scratch the surface.
His testimony concluded with an unsolicited observation that gasoline
and heating oil trucks presented the Motor Carriers Board with the
greatest problems, indicating that the LNG and LPG industry had
embarked upon positive safety programs of driver training.

In the spring of 1978, the Massachusetts Department of Public
Works adopted the federal hazardous material regulations for truck-
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ing. Consequently, all state law enforcement agencies now have the
authority to inspect trucks. The Registry of Motor Vehicles, the
Department of Public Utilities inspectors, and the State Police have
created a trucking enforcement program. However, within these agen-
cies only a few officers are fully trained to carry out a complete
inspection of a truck carrying hazardous materials. The officers are
capable of inspecting a small percentage of hazardous material vehi-
cles yearly. If the General Court deems truck transport inspections to
be a major priority, a higher level of funding will be required for
additional enforcement personnel and for more extensive in-service
training for present enforcement officials.

LEG truck movement is not generally restricted on a uniform basis.
49 CFR 397.9 states “Unless there is no practicable alternative, a
motor vehicle which contains hazardous materials must be operated
over routes which do not go through or near heavily populated areas,
places where crowds are assembled, tunnels, narrow streets or alleys.
Operating convenience is not a basis for determining whether it is
practicable to operate a motor vehicle in accordance with this
paragraph.”

The Committee concurs with the spirit of the aboveregulation, and
has identified the trucking of liquefied energy gases as a priority area in
which a legislative response may mitigate against the likelihood of an
accident involving LNG and LPG.

Public perception of the issues surrounding LNG is framed primar-
ily by an understanding of the hazards presented by the media.

The accidents associated with LNG have gained public attention for
the most part as a result of two major accidents. The most famed and
largest catastrophe occurred on October 20, 1944, in Cleveland, Ohio
when 4250 cubic meters of LNG were released due to the structural
failure of a storage tank. The LNG flowed into local streets and sewers
absent the existence of a containing dike. Descriptions of the subse-
quent ignition noted that flames burned a half mile high. The confla-
gration took 128 lives, injured over 300 individuals and damaged over
75 residences.

X. ACCIDENTS
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While the exact causes of the tank failure were never conclusive, the
National Fire Protection Association indicated that the improper
choice of a 3% nickel steel alloy for tank construction was the primary
root of the tank fracture, coupled with the absence of an adequate
containment buffer zone. The composition lacked the ductility ofa 9%
nickel steel alloy and became brittle at the low temperature required
for cryogenic storage.

The second major accident occurred in Texas Eastern’s TNG stor-
age tank on Staten Island in February, 1973. At that time, internal
disorders were being repaired within the Texas Eastern tank. The LNG
had been pumped out nearly a year previously. However, during the
repairs, an ignition source detonated the flammable tank insulation
and the resulting combustion overpressurized the tank and lifted the
roof several feet into the air. The roof collapse ended in the death of40
workers. LNG industry spokesmen concluded that the disaster was
due to shoddy work practices and human error rather than to the
liquefied natural gas itself.

The notoriety attached to LNG on the basis of the above discussed
accidents forced the LNG industry, as well as governmental agencies,
to reassess technical procedures and safety precautions in handling
cryogenic liquids.

Following the Cleveland accident, considerable research was con-
ducted to unravel the mistakes of the industry.

The 9% nickel steel alloy presently used in the construction of LNG
tanks and carriers is designed specifically for low temperature storage
and lacks the brittle behavior of the type of steel utilized in Cleveland.

It may be noted that controversy still abounds relative to the storage
of LNG, While critics consider the Cleveland tank failure as a manifes-
tation of the continuing hazard potential of an industry still in its
infancy, the Department of Transportation has taken an opposing
position.

During the Senate hearing on the transportation of Alaskan Natural
Gas in 1976, a DOT spokesman testified that if the current materials,
technology and design criteria had then been available, the Cleveland
tank failure could have been averted, and the escaping LNG would
have been contained in the secondary impounding area. (U.S. Con-
gress Senate Hearing on Transportation of Alaskan Natural Gas, Feb.
17, 1976 94th Congress; 2nd Session. Part 2 pp. 237-1515 at 646)
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In further reference to the Staten Island fatalities, the DOT spokes-
man testified that the Staten Island incident was not representative of
the risks associated with the operation of current TNG facilities and
resulted in a continuing widespread negative publicity for LNG.
Unfortunately, he concluded that current advances in cryogenic tech-
nology have not received an equal amount of attention. (Ibid, at 658)

During the public hearing in November testimony was offered
identifying several LNG truck accidents outside of Massachusets. Of
the three accidents cited, on one occasion the LNG contents were
dispensed into the atmosphere without an ignition due to the remote-
ness of the area. In the other two accidents, no LNG cargo was
released.

Research on the subject does not as yet provide a sound basis for
assessing LNG hazards and in some cases is in significant disagree-
ment, especially with respect to the calculations of the time required to
reach the lower flammable limit of the LNG vapor cloud and the
choice of the limit designated as safe.

The Committee feels, however, that the methods and results of
safety and risk analysis have several features which can be of direct
assistance in clarifying the hazards, risks and consequences of LNG
operations in the Commonwealth. By identifying those areas which
present the greatest relative risks to the public, this type of approach
also assists in helping formulate and modifying appropriate safety
regulations and assuring that the practices of current operating facili-
ties and transportation systems are adequate to satisfy these
regulations.

Because decision making regarding acceptable levels of public
safety is an inherent element of Legislative responsibility and domain,
and realizing that the issues involved with the safety of LEG storage
and transportation have a significant science and technology content,
the Committee recognizes the need to apply new scientific and statisti-
cal techniques to more clearly assess and present the nature of both the
relative risks and benefits to the public associated with these issues.

While the concepts and methods of some of these techniques may

XI. LEG SAFETY RESEARCH AND RISK ASSESSMENT
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simply reflect a basic formalization of logical processes used intuitively
by the Legislature in the past, they do however provide for an involve-
ment and integration of judgments from experts in various fields into a
logical framework assigning and comparing explicit relative risks as
well as identifying and providing strategies to reduce risks to the
public.

The Committee recognizes that our society cannot afford to operate
on a zero-risk basis at all times. However, without an attempt at
quantification of the probability each accident involving LEG opera-
tions will occur, “worst case senarios” and the consequences of the
most severe accident hypothesized, may tend to draw greater attention
and concern when in fact a lesser but more likely group of accidents
may actually present the greatest risk to the public. Risk assessment
methods are useful in such determinations and though the estimates
may not be or are not precise, an order of magnitude assessment can
often provide a useful comparative index to the index of risk severity,

The Committee also recognizes the present limits ofrisk assessments
conducted thus far, as well as the constraints associated with carrying
event free/fault free statistical analyses to an actual calculation of the
probability of an accident and the consequences of an accident. De-
spite these limitations, the Committee considers a review ofrisk anal-
ysis and other quantitative safety research conducted on LEG
operations to be a useful approach to better examining and evaluating
the relative hazards involved, so that preventative measures can be
determined and applied. Such quantitative failure analyses are also
useful for comparing relative risks where a choice must be made
between various types of equipment or procedures.

Quantifications of risk estimates are generally initiated with an
accident senario, the identification and estimation of a sequence of
events that must occur for a risk to the public to exist. These estimates
are calculated from existing data or models and their reliability
depends on the existence of a sufficient data base or historical record
and the accuracy of the models used. Because experience with LNG
systems is limited, most of the estimates depend on models.

General calculations of LNG systems must incorporate assumptions
and estimates rather than first-hand experience about the likelihood of
an event or events leading to a spill from the tanker, the transfer
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system, the storage tanks, the vaporizing system, and other storage,
transfer and transporting systems involved with the process. Model
calculations are then made of the accident spill senarios incorporating
the location of the spill, the quantity, rate of spread and evaporation of
the liquid, the possible wind and weatherconditions affecting drift and
dispersion of the vapor cloud, the immediate and delayed ignition
probabilities, radiated heat intensity, other related factors, and the
possible fatalities and damage resulting from the sequence of events.
The final estimate of risk results from a multiplication of the accident
probabilities and the accident consequences. Difficulties arise in the
development of reasonable failure probability estimates relating to the
proper identification of all major and minor failures associated with
any given possible accident. The affects of sabotage on risk estimates
have not been quantified in any of the existing studies.

Research activities related to LNG safety have been primarily
focused on the consequences of accidental LNG releases of varying
types. The principle concern, as mentioned previously, is with the
potential hazards associated with the flammability, of methane air
mixtures and of LNG pools, although asphyxiation and/or freeze
burns are possible direct hazards in the immediate vicinity of an LNG
spill especially concerning the safety of operation personnel and fire
control crews.

In part, the need for a comprehensive integrated R&D program to
resolve LNG safety and control issues is being fulfilled under a U.S.
Dept, of Energy program inherited from E.R.D.A., involving six
technical elements (Vapor Generation & Dispersion, Fire and Radia-
tion Hazards, Flame Propagation, Release Prevention and Control,
Instrumentation and Technique Development, and Scale Effects
Experiments) in order to attain the goal of verifying predictive out-
comes and appropriate control measures on the subject. While as much
as 50 million dollars is to be expended on the project, it is not expected
to be completed for five years. Furthermore, the National Academy of
Sciences is investigating the sfety of LNG transportation by ship, but is
not expected to complete its research in the very near future. Ongoing
experimental research is also continuing in several places under federal
agency and industry sponsorship.

While much of the existing safety research on LNG has been
reviewed, due to time constraints involved with this interim state of the
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study, no adequate comparative evaluation of the research has been
possible. An annotated bibliography of LNG safety research prepared
by the Division of Environmental Central Technology of the U.S.
Department of Energy under the report Number DOEEV-OOG2, “An
Approach to Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Safety & Environmental
Control Research”, February 1978, has been appended. (See Appen-
dix 111.) Again, however, the Committee acknowledges the limited
nature of the research conducted to dateand recommends that future
considerations include greater attention to transportation systems
additional to shipping, the issue of sabotage, and to consolidating and
updating risk assessments to include how the risk will change over the
life of both the facilities and transportation modes.

Past research has produced conflicting results and predictions, and
it is unlikely that the Commonwealth can afford the time or the money
to conduct research, or the delay awaiting the completion of federally
sponsored research, to resolve those differences and come to a firm
decision regarding the safety of Liquefied Energy Gases. A continua-
tion of the Committee, however, would allow the opportunity to
review and compare current and future safety research and would
hopefully lead to a more clear identification of the relative safety risks
to the public associated with all liquefied energy gas systems. This
process would aid the General Court in future deliberations concern-
ing the adequacy of existing regulations and developing an appro-
priate legislative response.

The Committee recommends the following be conducted under its
continuation relative to safety research and investigation:

further evaluate and compare existing research, expanding the
focus to better include LPG and other LEG operations within
the Commonwealth;

focus initial investigations to address the safety and routing of
LEG truck transportation within the Commonwealth;
further investigate and evaluate LEG facility security measures
and address itself to the sabotage question more directly;

further investigate the risks presented to workers involved in

LEG storage, processing, and transport in that most concern has
been focused on hazards to people and property external to the
LEG facilities and transport systems;
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consolidate and compare risk assessments and estimates per-
formed to better clarify the relative hazards, risks and conse-
quences of LEG operations in the Commonwealth, for the
purpose of identifying those areas which present the greatest
risks to the public, thereby aiding in modifying or formulating
appropriate safety regulations. A comparison of risk benefits of
LEG with those of competing or alternate energy sources, if
possible, is recommended;
hold a public or executive hearing session to involve and inte-
grate the judgements of research and safety experts in the var-
ious related fields, for the purpose of clarifying disagreements in
the safety research literature and assigning explicit relative risks
as well as identifying and providing strategies to reduce LEG
risks to the public.
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XII. Federal and State Agencies Involved in
the Promotion and Regulation of the LNG/LPG Industry

This subject index lists the federal and state agencies that promote or
regulate the LNG/LPG industry. The index provides a list of subject
headings in alphabetical order, under the following title;

Delivery Systems
Economics: Pricing, Need, and Financial Affairs
Fire Prevention and Disaster Planning
Research
Storage Facilities

Below each of these subjects is a list of the agencies which have
responsibilities in that area. A description of the responsibilities of the
agency is found under its appropriate department or secretariat in this
section.
The following is a list of the department and secretariats contained in
this section.

Federal
Department of Commerce (DOC)
Department of Defense (DOD)
Department of Energy (DOE)
Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD)

Department of Labor (DOL)
Department of Transportation (DOT)

State
Secretariat of Consumer Affairs
Secretariat of Environmental Affairs
Secretariat of Public Safety
Secretariat of Transportation and Construction

Independent Quasi Judicial/ Regulatory Agencies (IND. JUD/REG)

A. SUBJECT INDEX
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SUBJECT AGENCY

Delivery Systems

(Federal)Pipelines
Office of Pipeline, Safety

Operations POT
(State)

Public Utilities Commission
Engineering Div.

Consumer Aff.
Consumer Aff.

Energy Facilities
Siting Council Consumer Aff.

Public Safety
Public Safety

Board of Fire Prev.
State Fire Marshal’s Office

Railroad (Federal)
Federal Railroad Admin
Off. of Hazardous

(DOT)

Materials Operations
Nat. Trans. Safety Board
(Federal)

(DOT)
(IND. JUD./REG.)

Shipping
Maritime Administration
Office of Hazardous

(DOC)

Material Oper (DOT)
(DOT)U.S. Coast Guard
(IND. JUD./REG.)Fed. Maritime Commission

Nat. Transportation
(IND. JUD./REG.)Safety Board

Trucking (Federal)

(DOT)
(DOT)
(DOT)
(DOT)

Fed. Highway Admin.
Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety
Office of Hazardous Material Oper
Nat. Highway Traffic Safety Ad.
Nat. Transportation

(IND. JUD. REG.)Safety Board
(State)

Consumer Aff.
Consumer Aff.
Public Saf.

Mass. Public Util. Comm.
Commercial Mot. Vehicle Div
Registry of Motor Vehicles
State Police Public Saf.

Public Saf.
Public Saf,

Board of Fire Prev
State Fire Marshal's Office
Mass. Turnpike Authority
Dept, of Public Works

Trans. & Constr
Trans. & Constr
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(Federal)Pricing£

Need an
Interstate Commerce Comm.
Economic Reg. Administration
Office of the Ass. Sec. for

(IND. REG./JUD.)
DOE

Financial Affair

Policy and Evaluation
Office of Resource

DOE

Application
Federal Energy Reg. Comm.
(State)
Public Utilities Comm.
Engineering Div.

DOE
(IND. REG./JUD.)

Consumer Aff
Consumer Aff
Consumer Aff
Consumer Aff

Commercial Motor Vehicle Div
Energy Facility Siting Council

Federal Disaster Assist. Ad. HUDFire Prevention
Disaster Planning National Fire Prev. &

Cont. Ad. DOC
Civil Defense Agency Public Safety

Research
Characteristics and Properties

(Federal)
National Bureau of Standards DOC
Office of the Ass. Sec.

DOEof the Environment
Equipment (Federal)

National Bureau of
DOCStandards

National Fire Prev. and
DOCControl Ad

Office of the Ass. Sec.
DOEof Environment

Storage Facilities
Design, Construction, Operation
and Maintenance

(Federal)
DOT
DOD

U.S. Coast Guard
U.S, Army Corps of Engineers
Occupational Safety &

DOEHealth Admin.
Office of Pipeline Safety

DOTOperation
(IND. JUD./REG.)Environ. Protection Agency
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(State)
Public Utilities Commission Consumer Aff.
Engineering Division Consumer Aff.
Board of Fire Prevention Public Safety
State Fire Marshall’s Office Public Safety

Siting (Federal)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers DOD

U.S. Coast Guard DOT
Environ. Prot. Agency (IND. JUD./REG.)
Fed. Energy Reg. Commission (IND. JUD./REG.)
(State)
Public Utilities Commission Consumer Aff.
Engineering Division Consumer Aff.
Office of Mass. Env.

Prot. Act Env. Affairs
Office of Coastal

Zone Man. Env. Affairs
Board of Fire Prev. Public Safety
State Fire Marshall’s Office Public Safety

E. GENERAL AND SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER COMMITTEE RESEARCH REGARDING
AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES

(1) Review the list of agencies compiled and their descriptions to
assure every agency and its responsibilities have been accurately
identified.

(2) Study the role of the local agencies, such as Fire Departments,
Zoning Boards, etc.

(3) Check the enabling legislation for all the federal agencies, to
assure all of it has been identified.

(4) Identify other LEG’S and thoseagencies which have responsibil-
ities for promoting or regulating them.

(5) Identify the independent associations and their mandates which
have set up recommendations and their own standards for
LEG’S. Below is a partial list.
American Petroleum Institute
National LP-Gas Association

General Recommendations:
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American Gas Association
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American Association of Railroads
National Fire Protection Association
American Concrete Institute

Identify the agencies which have to review an Environmental
Impact Statement or Report at the federal, state and local level
on LEG facilities.

Specific Recommendations (Federal and Quasi-Judi-
cial/ Regulatory Agencies)

National Bureau of Standards (DOC) Identify the exact
research projects they are conducting.
Maritime Administration (DOC) What is the process for
attaining government subsidies and mortgage guarantees from
them?

Army Corps of Engineers (DOD) How exactly does their
permit program work; requirements, etc.?
Economic Regulatory Administration (DOE) What are the
factors used for regulating ENG and LPG prices and
allocations?

Office of the Ass. Sec. of the Environment (DOE) Review
their proposed research program in the area of ENG.

Office of the Ass. Sec. of the Environment (DOE) - Review
this office’s report on the Economic Analysis of ENG imports,
which should become available to the public in the late winter.
Federal Disaster Assistance Administration (HUD) what
types of disaster research has the administration done and have
they studied the potential for different LEG accidents?
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (DOE) A
clearer understanding of OSH A’s jurisdiction at ENG and LPG
facilities and for the LEG transport industry is needed.
Office of Pipeline Safety Operations (DOT) A more compre-
hensive understanding of OPSO regulations is needed along

with a review of the proposed regulations.
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Office of Hazardous Materials Operations (DOT) A more
comprehensive understanding of OHMO’s regulations is
needed.

(11) Bureau of Commercial Motor Carriers (DOT) What specific
safety areas do their regulations cover and do they have special
regulations for the different LEG carriers?

(12) National Highway Transportation Safety Administration
(DOT) What are their safety programs and their trucking
safety regulations?

(13) Environmental Protection Agency (Ind. Agency) - A more
detailed explanation of their role in the Environmental Impact
Statement Review process..

(14) National Traffic Safety Board (Ind. Agency) What is the
investigation procedure for the board? Also, examine the inves-
tigations done by the board; especially those involving LEG.

(15) Interstate Commerce Commission (Ind. Agency) — What are
the specific requirements for attaining the permits for transport-
ing LNG, LPG, and other LEG’S and what are the requirements
for liability?

(16) Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Ind. Agency) - Iden-
tify the exact requirements for attaining FERC’s Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity.

(17) Federal Maritime Administration (Ind. Agency) What are
their licensing requirements for ships? In this respect, what are
their liability requirements?

(19) Department of Public Utilities (Consumer Affairs) Identify
the areas of joint jurisdiction between the DPU and the Energy
Facility Siting Council. Also, does the DPU have the authority
to regulate safety in respect to the trucking industry? (Check
Mass General Laws Chapter 1598, Section 1, last two lines,
which appears to indicate they do have the authority.)

Specific Recommendations (Stale)
(18) Energy Facilities Siting Council (Consumer Affairs) What

are their considerations when reviewing the environmental
impact of a proposed project.
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(20) Civil Defense Agency (Public Safety) Examine the proposed
addition to the State Comprehensive Response Plan covering
Hazardous Materials. (The addition should be available soon.)

(21) State Police and the Registry of Motor Vehicle (Public Safety)
What is the extent of their trucking enforcement program?

(22) Do the Metropolitan Police have a special program for enforc-
ing trucking laws?

(23) Board of Fire Prevention (Public Safety) Examine the
board’s regulations of TNG, under the authority granted to
them by the Mass General Laws, Chapter 148, Section 9.

The Committee requests that its study mandate be continued
through next year, recommending that the following studies and inves-
tigations be conducted:

Those recommendations contained throughout the body ofthe
report, particularly those specifically cited in section IV (Investi-
gations by the Special Committee), XI (LEG Safety Research
and Risk Assessment), and XIII (Federal and State Agencies
Involved in the Promotion and Regulation of the LNG/LPG
Industry)
Other areas of concern in addition to those already noted and
those reflected by the accompanying legislation, that are deter-
mined to be appropriate including:

LEG Hauler driver training and certification
Clearer evaluation of highway safety transport
Evaluation of gas pipeline distribution system safety and
monitoring
Consideration of expanding the LEG firefighting training
course currently financed by the N.F.P.A. and L.E.G. Indus-
try to include local police and firefighters, appropriate Turn-
pike Authority and MDC personnel and other safety
personnel.
Preparation by the Dept, of Public Safety in conjunction with
local safety officials and LEG plant operators and haulers of
contingency plans in the event of LEG accidents

C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
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Possible direction of Dept, of Public Safety with the Registry
of Motor Vehicles and State Police to assist communities to
coordinate a truck travel time and routing procedures to
mitigate against the probability of a spill in a populated area
Distrigas in conjunction with the City of Everett arrange for a
program of road maintenance principally regarding Dexter
and Rover Streets. Further, that consideration be given to
suspending all traffic along Rover Street during the offload-
ing of the LNG
Consideration of increasing the level of fines for non-
compliance with truck transport regulations
Consideration of the designation of a radio frequency for
LEG transport vehicles to communicate with theState Police
and appropriate enforcement agencies in the event of an
emergency
A detailed investigation into establishing minimum liability
coverage for LEG storage facilities, import terminals, LEG
transport vehicles and pipeline operations
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List of LNG and LPG Peak Shaving Facilities in Massachusetts:
A. Liquefied Natural Gas Storage Facilities in Massachusetts

City/Owner of Tanks
Easton/Bay State Gas Co. 1
Lawrence/Bay State Gas Co. 5
Ludlow/Bay State Gas Co. 1
Marshfield/Bay State Gas Co. 2

Dorchester/Boston Gas Co. 2
Lynn/Boston Gas Co. 1
Salem/Boston Gas Co. I

Wareham/Cape Cod Gas Co. 1
South Yarmouth/Cape Cod Gas Co. 2

Everett/Distrigas, Inc. 2

Fall River/Fall River Gas Co. 1

Westminster/Fitchburg Gas Co. 1

Haverhill/Haverhill Gas Co. 1

Holyoke/Holyoke Gas Dept. 4

Tewksbury/Lowell Gas Co. I
Westford/Lowell Gas Co. 1
Wilmington/Lowell Gas Co. 1

Middleborough/Middleborough Gas Dept. 1

Acushnet/NEGEA Service Corp. 2
Hopkinton/NEGEA Service Corp. 3

Westfield/Westfield Gas Dept. 2

Source: Energy Facilities Siting Council.

B. Liquefied Propane Gas Peak Shaving Plants

Number

APPENDIX I.
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Berkshire Gas Co. 3
Boston Gas Co. 6
Brockton Taunton 3
Cape Cod Gas 5
Commonwalth Gas 5
Fall River Gas 2
Fitchburg Gas & Electric Light
Haverhill Gas Co. 1
Holyoke Gas & Electric 2
Lawrence Gas Co.
Lowell Gas Co. 3
Middleborough Gas & Electric I
Mystic Valley Gas 3
New Bedford Gas & Edison 3
Northampton Gas Light Co.
Northshore Gas Co. 3
Norwood Gas I
Springfield Gas & Light Co. 2
Wachusett Gas Co.

Source; Gas Facilities in New England by New England Federal
Regional Council Energy Resource Development Task
Force Gas Facilities Work Group, March 1977.

Number
of LocationsOwner
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NOVEMBER 27, 28 & 29th

ROOM 222 at the STATE HOUSE

... to investigate the safety and transpor-
tation, storage, and siting of storage facil-
ities of ENG and other energy gases..

Senator Michael J. LoPresti,
Chairman

Representative Thomas C. Norton,
Chairman

Representative Jim Collins
Representative Michael DeVito

Representative Michael McGlynn
Representative Charles McNally
Representative Mary J. Murray
Representative Edward Connelly

Senator William Saltonstall

APPENDIX II

LN/PG

A PUBLIC HEARING

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

SPECIAL COMMISSION TO
STUDY LIQUEFIED ENERGY GASES
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MONDAY

NOVEMBER 27th
SHIPPING

1 P.M. to 3 P.M.;10 A.M. to Noon;

General Dynamics
Distrigas
Exxon

U.S. Coast Guard
Harvard University,

LNG Center, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology,

10 A.M. to noon: 1 P.M. to 3 P.M.:
Algonquin Gas Federal Dept, of Transportation

Office of Pipeline Safety
Railroad Administration
National Highway Admin.

Gas, Inc.
Country Gas

Arthur D. Little, Dr. E. Drake
Executive Office of Transportation
& Construction, Mass.

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 29th

STORAGE & DISTRIBUTION
10 A.M. to noon: 1 P.M. to 3 P.M.:

Boston Gas National Fire Protection
Bay State Gas Associaton
Hopkinton LNG Corp. Federal Energy Regulatory
Executive Office of Commission
Consumer Affairs, Mass. Mass. Departments of

- Public Utilities
Public Safety
Public Works

Representatives from the various agencies and industries listed
ABOVE HAVE BEEN ASKED TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE
Committee on Liquefied energy gases in the Commonwealth; and
UNDER SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE MANDATE, TO FILE ITS REPORT BY THE 27TH
of December, 1978. Because of time constraints, the Committee is

FORCED TO RESTRICT PERSONS TESTIFYING TO THOSE PREVIOUSLY SCHED-
ULED. However written testimony will be accepted. Everyone

NOVEMBER 28th
TRUCKS/RAIL TRANSPORTATION

Prof. R. Wilson

Dr. R. Reid
TUESDAY
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LNG SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL RESEARCH
Prepared by the U.S. Dept, of Energy, Assistant Secretary for Envi

ronment, Division of Environmental Control Technology, Washing
ton, D.C., 20545, February 1978.
Report #DOE/EV-0002

A Report on LNG Safety Research, Vol. I. Report by Arthur D. Little,
Inc., to A.G.A., January 31, 1971. A.G.A. Project I U-2-1, A.G.A.
Catalog No. M19711.

It is concluded that smaller releases are rather rare and usually
not damaging; probability is low that a large spill will occurfrom
currently constructed facilities; spills from containers may have
acceptable probability but some additionalprotection should he
provided; risk of transfer line failure requires higher level of
protection; further consideration should be given to hazards
involved with LNG transport.

Alger, A. S., Corlett, R. C., Gordon, A. S. and Williams, F. A., Some
Aspects of Structures of Turbulent Pool Fires. WSS/C1 76-46,
October, 1976.

Results are reported on the burning of JP-5 and methanolpools
305 cm in dia. Measurements made include radiant energyfluxes
outside and within the fire, temperatures and chemical composi-
tions within thefire and rates of weight loss of the pool. Results
emphasize structural differences between JP-5 and methanolfires
and importance ofradiant feedback ofenergy to the pool surface
in controlling rates of burning.

Allan, D. et al., Technology and Current Practices for Processing,
Transferring and Storing Liquefied Natural Gas. Arthur D. Little,
Inc., Report Number C-76971, December, 1974.

A detailed review ofcodes, standards and practices pertaining to
LNG installations is presented along with an evaluation ofpres-
ent trends in LNG safety requirements. The report provides a
compendium ofbackground information which the authors feel
would be of interest to organizations having regulatory responsi-
bilities relating to LNG facilities.

APPENDIX 111
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Almgren, D. W. and Smith, J. L., Jr., “The Inception of Nucleate
Boiling With Liquid Nitrogen.” Journal of Engineering for Industry.
pp 121 1-1216, November, 1969.

The phenomena ofpat chwise boiling are discussed, and the sig-
nificant parameters restricting the growth of a boiling patch are
analytically determined to be: a high nucleate boiling heat-
transfer coefficient: a tow total heat flux; the absence of cavities
with a trapped liquid vapor interface outside the boiling patch; an
appropriate value of wait thermal conductivity: a high vapor
enthalpy per bubble.

An Experimental Study of the Mitigation of Flammable Vapor Dis-
persion and Fire Hazards Immediately Following LNG Spills on
Land. A report by University Engineers, Inc., to the American Gas
Association, February, 1974.

A series offire control, fire extinguishment and vapor dispersion
tests were conducted under the high boil-off rates which occur
immediatelyfollowing an LNG spill on land. Correlations ofthe
results provide fire control and extinguishment times with dry
chemical agents and high expansion foams. The magnitude ofthe
reduction in downwind concentrations of methane vapors by the
application of high expansion foam on the spill was also
determined.

Analysis of Risk in the Water Transportation of Hazardous Materials,
U.S. Coast Guard Report, CG-D-39-76. NTIS No. AD/A025298,
January 1976.

This report assesses the utilityand feasibility ofusing risk analysis
to assist in management decisions regarding the regulation of
water transportation ofbulk hazardous materials. A number of
risk analysis studies were surveyed. Barge transpotation on
inland waterways was chosen for special study, and a probabilis-
tic model ofrisk was selected. It was concluded that the greatest
utility of the methodology lies in answering specific questions
with output of a specific predetermined nature.

Andersen, W. H., Garfinkle, D. R., Carpenter, G. E. and Brown, R. E.,
“Energy Absorption Near and Below the Burning Surface of Hydro-
carbon Pools.” Paper presented at the 1969 Meeting. Central States
Section, The Combustion Institute, March 18-19, 1969.
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The burning behavior of a liquidfuelpool is discussed in terms of
the heat feedback from the flame that is transported into and
through thefuel via conduction and radiation. It is shown that the
radiant flux contribution to the total heat flux input is greatest for
benzene, and decreases consecutively for gasoline, kerosine, and
alcohol.

Anderson, R. P. and Armstrong, D. R., “Experimental Study of
Vapor Explosion.” Paper presented at the Third International Confer-
ence and Exhibition on Liquefied Natural Gas, September 24-28, 1972,
Washington, DC.

Present knowledge about various aspects of vapor explosions is
summarized. Particular emphasis is placed on methods of evalu-
ating the destructive kinetic energy release from a specified acci-
dent. A theoretical method of calculating the maximum
destructive energy is outlined.

Andrews, G. E. and Bradley, D., “The Burning Velocity of Methane-
Air Mixtures.” Combustion and Flame. 79:275-288, 1972.

Results are presentedfor the variation of burning velocity with
equivalence ratio for methane-air mixtures at one atmosphere
pressure. Values were determined by the bomb-hot wire and
corrected density ratio techniques, for combustion during the
pre-pressure period. The former of these methods gives a max-
imun burning velocity of45 ±2 cm/sec, at an equivalence ratio of
1.07.

Atallah, S. and Allen, D. S., “Safe Separation Distances From Liquid
Fuel Spill Fires.” Paper presented at Central States Section, Combus-
tion Institute Meeting on Disaster Hazards, Houston, TX, April, 1970.

Thispaper critically reviews the methods generally used to calcu-
late safe separation distances from liquidfuel spill fires. Correla-
tions for predicting fame height and other radiative properties
are reviewed. Distances at which the thermal radiation flux fads
below the minimum level needed to ignite cellulosic materials are
calculated and the results are presented in convenient graphical
form.

Atallah, S. and Raj, P., “Thermal Radiation From LNG Spill Fires.”
Paper P-3 presented at the Cryogenic Engineering Conference,
Atlanta, GA, August 10, 1973.
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This paper reviews the present state of knowledge relating to
thermal radiation from LNG fires. Utiliziang data from recent
AGA-sponsored LNG fires in seven 6-ft, six 20-ft, and one 80-ft
diameter pools, equations were derivedforpredicting LNGfame
height and the angle oftilt ofLNG fames in the presence ofwind.
A mode! for predicting the thermal radiative fux at various
locations away from an LNG fre is presented.

Baitis, A. E., Bales , S. L. and Meyers, W. G., Prediction ofLifetime
Extreme Accelerationsfor Design ofLNG Cargo Tanks, Coast Guard
Report CG-D-89-74, NTIS No. AD1779635, March 1974.

A procedure is developed to predict the extreme accelerations
neededfor design of the cargo tanks in LNG vessels. The validity
of the prediction too! is discussed. Comparisons are made with
accelerations measured in model and full scale experiments.

The results ofa pilot study on a single, large typical LN Gship are
presented. Acceleration response variations due to changes in
ship load conditions and changes due to longitudinal, lateral and
vertical locations are examined.

Beer, J. M., “Methods for Calculating Radiative Heat Transfer From
Flames in Combustors and Furnaces.” Heat Transfer in Flames.
Chapter 2, John Wiley and Sons, 1974.

Recent advances in methods for predicting radiative heat fux
distribution infurnaces and combustors are reviewed with special
reference to the zone method of analysis and thefux methods.
Recent experimental studies specially designed to test these pre-
diction procedures under sufficiently severe conditions are
discussed.

Blinov, V. 1. and Khudyakov, G. N., “Certain Laws Governing Diffu-
sion Burning of Liquids.” Doklady Akademii Nauk S.S.S.R I/ido94-
1098, 1957.

An investigation of the burning of gasoline, diesel oil, solar oil
and a number of other petroleum products in containers having
different diameters enabled the authors to determine some impor-

tant relationships for diffusion of burning liquids.
Board, S. J., Farmer, C. L. and Poole, D. H., “Fragmentation m
Thermal Explosions.” International Journal of Heal and
Transfer. 77:331-339, 1974.
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Experiments involving explosions between molten tin and water
are described. Results indicate that thermal explosions usually
involve several distinct interactions; a small disturbance can
escalate bv successive growth and collapse cycles; vapourcollapse
is the main cause of dispersion in many thermal explosions, and
the jetpenetration hypothesis can account for both the time scales
and energy transfer rates.

Boyle, G. J., “Vapor Production From LNG Spills on Water.” Ameri-
can Gas Association Distribution Conference, May, 1973.

The results indicate that LNG spilled onto water will spread
outward with a rate that decreases with time; vaporproduction
will equal the discharge rate as long as the discharge is occurring;
with a batch spill it is necessary to take into account the LNG
which evaporates to calculate the maximum pool and the peak
vapor production rate; the dispersion plume from a large LNG
spill on water will be wide and shallow.

Boyle, G. J. and Kneebone, A., Laboratory Investigation into the
Characteristics of LNG Spills on Water, Evaporation, Spreading and
Vapor Dispersion. Re 6Z32, Shell Research Limited, Released by the
American Petroleum Institute, March, 1973.

This is a laboratory and small-scale wind tunnel investigation of
the characteristics of LNG spills on water. One characteristics
investigated, that has not been studied by others, is the apprecia-
ble incorporation of water in the vapor cloud.

Brown, L. E., Martinsen, W. E. Muhlenkamp, S. P. and Puckett, G.
L., Small Scale Tests on Control Methodsfor Some Liquefied Natural
Gas Hazards. Final Report, prepared by University Engineers, Inc.,
Norman, Oklahoma, for the U.S. Coast Guard, Report Numbers
CG-D-95-76 and AD-A033 522, May, 1976.

A report of results ofsmall scale (100ft 2) tests ofsome liquefied
natural gas (LNG) hazard control methods and concepts. Tests of
water spray screens showed that the concept is practical and
effective for small LNG spills. Tests of water spray screens to
reduce radiant heating of exposures demonstrated no practical
value.
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Brzustowski, T. A., “A New Criterion for the Length of a Gaseous
Turbulent Diffusion Flame.” Combustion Science and Technology.
6:313-319, 1973.

The flame lip is identified with the point on the axis ofmaximum
fuel concentrations where the fuel has been diluted to the lean
flammability limit. Flame-length equations are derived using the
new criterion, together with data from the literature on entrain-
ment ofair into flames, transverse concentration profiles in tur-
bulent jets, and flammability limits.

Brzustowski, T. A., “The Hydrocarbon Turbulent Diffusion Flame in
Subsonic Cross-Flow,” AIAA Paper 77-222, January, 1977.

The flame is modeled as a bent-over initially vertical circular jet
with top-hat profiles of composition, temperature, and velocity.
The hydrocarbon pyrolyzes in a zero-order reaction and the
pyrolysis products are oxidized at a rate proportional to the rate
of entrainment ofair into the flame.

Burgess, D., Biordi, J, and Murphy, J., Hazards ofSpillage ofLNG
into Water. PMSRC Report No. 4177, U.S. Department of the Inte-
rior, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA, 1972.

These are reports ofexperimental investigations ofLNG spills on
water. The pool spread, evaporation rate, vapor gravity spread,
downwinddrift and dispersion were studied in spill sizes up to 0.5
m }

. In unconfined spills coherent ice flow formation was not
observed. In several cases smalt scale physical explosions were
observed but no attempt was made to study the initiation or
burning of the cloud.

Burgess, D, S. and Hertzberg, M., “Radiation From Pool Flames."
Heat Transfer in Flames. Chapter 27, John Wiley & Sons, 1974.

Some radiation data from poo! flames is summarized and our
understanding of the problem is reviewed. Spectral data yield a
7500° K temperature for hydrocarbon poolfires, which is consist-
ent with the 40 percent maximum in the fraction of combustion
energy radiated, and with limited flame temperatures for the
mixing limited systems. A revised correlation of mass burning
rate with AH c / A// v ispresented, and derivedfundamentally.
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Burgess, D. S., Murphy, J. N. and Zabetakis, M. S., Hazards Asso-
ciated With the Spillage ofLiquefied Natural Gas on Water. Report R 1
7448, U.S.Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, November,
1970.

The hazard ofspilling LNG onto water is discussed. After spill-
age, the ititial vaporization rate of LNG was determined to be
0.037 lb/ft 2 sec. If the LNG was confined, this rate was modified
by the formation of ice on the water surface. Using a 2000-gallon
LNG sample, the maximum diameter (in feet) of the spreading
pool was calculated at 6.3 W 0 1/3 where WQ is the weight of
LNG in pounds.

Burgess, D. S., Murphy, J. N. and Zabetakis, M. S., Hazards ofLNG
Spillage in Marine Transportation Final Report. NTIS No. AO-
-70578, for USCG, Office of Research Development, February, 1970.

The hazard ofspilling LNG onto water is discussed. After spillage
onto water, the initial vaporization rate ofLNG was determined
to be 0.037 lb(ft 2 sec. If the LNG was confined, this rate was
modified by the formation of ice on the water surface. Using a
2000-gallon LNG sample, the maximum diameter (in feet) ofthe
spreading pool was calculated at 6.3 WQI/3 where W 0 is the
weight of LNG in pounds.

Burgess, D. S., Strasser, A. and Grumer, J., “Diffusive Burning of
Liquid Fuels in Open Trays.” Fire Research Abstracts and Reviews.
3(3): 177-192, 1961.

The paper describes the effects offuel temperature and wind on
burning rate, discusses the problem of cryogenic fuels, and sug-
gests that burning rate may be predicted from heats of vaporiza-
tion and combustion of the fuel. Data on methanol, LNG, liquid
hydrogen, amine fuels, and typical hydrocarbons are included.

Burgess, D. S. and Zabetakis, M. G., Detonation of a Flammable
Cloud Following a Propane Pipeline Break: The December 9. 1970
Explosion in Port Hudson, Missouri. U.S. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines, Rl-7752, 1973.

This report summarizes the incidents that preceded the December
9, 1970, propane-air explosion in Port Hudson, MO. Both near-
and far-field damage indicated that this explosion may be attrib-
uted to the detonation of propane in air with an energy release
equivalent to that from about 50 tons of detonating TNT.
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Burgess, D. S. and Zabetakis, M. G., Fire ami Explosion Hazards
Associated With Liquefied Natural Gas. U.S. Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines, Rl-6099, 1962.

Factors that should he considered in evaluating the fire and
explosion hazards relating to any fuel are discussed. These factors
are utilized in the design of experiments to evaluate the hazards
associated with LNG as compared to those hazards associated
with other fuels.

Buschmann, C. H., “Experiments on the Dispersion of Heavy Gases
and Abatement of Chlorine Clouds.” Proceedings ofthe Fourth Inter-
national Symposium on Transport of Hazardous Cargoes by Sea and
Inland Waterway, Jacksonville, FL, October 26-30, 1975, Report No.
AD/A-023 505, pp 475-488, October, 1975.

The experiments comprised four different parts: dispersion of
heavy gases offer an instantaneous release; penetration ofheavy
gases in buildings during thepassage ofa gas-cloud; influence ofa
chlorine-cloud on motorized traffic, and suppression and abate-
ment of chlorine-clouds.

Byram, G. M., “Scaling Laws for Modeling Mass Fires.” Pyrodynam-
ics. 4:271-284, 1966.

The paper is concerned with the development of scaling laws
necessary for modeling and is restricted to the stationary mass
fire.

Byram, G. M. and Nelson, R. M., Jr., “Buoyancy Characteristics of a
Fire Heat Source.” Fire Technology. /0(l):68-79, 1974.

Buoyancy production rales for a pure heat source andfor afire
heat source of burning woody fuels show that fire may he
regarded as a pure source yielding heated air rather than heated
combustion products.

Byram, G. M. and Nelson, R. M., Jr., “The Modeling of Pulsating
Fires,” Fire Technology. 6(2): 102-110, 1970.

The authors present scaling relationships for modelingpulsating
fires. Data gathered from various sizes of pulsating fires com-
pared favorably with the predicted relationships between fre
diameter and pulsation frequency.
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Came, M., Thomas, J. R. and Hutchinson, E. A., Buxton Bund-Fire
Tests. The Gas Council, December, 1971.

Ignition and burnout tests were conducted on LNG contained
within walls of clay or pulverized fuel ash. The test objective was
to establish whether walls of this construction wouldhe damaged
by a combination of cold LNG and flame radiation. Results
showed no damage to the walls apart from a superficial calcining
of the turf and slight spalling of the concrete covering. Flame
radiation agreed reasonably well with predicted values.

Cermak, J. E., “Applications of Fluid Mechanics to Wind Engineering
A Freeman Scholar Lecture.” Journal of Fluids Engineering. 97:9-

38, March, 1975.
The objectives of this review are to establish an initial subject-
matter basefor wind engineering, to demonstrate current capabil-
ities and deficiencies of this base for an engineering treatment of
wind-effect problems, and to indicate areas ofresearch needed to
broaden and strengthen the subject-matter base.

Chatterjee, N. and Geist, J. M., Spontaneous Stratification in LNG
Tanks Containing Nitrogen. ASME Publication 76-WA/PID-6,
December 5, 1976.

LNG containing significant concentrations ofnitrogen can strat-
ify spontaneously during weathering in storage tanks. Mixing of
stratified layers leads to an increase in boil-off rates, commonly
referred to as “rollover”. LNG storage tanks can be designed and
operated safely if stratification and associated problems are
taken into account.

Chatterjee, N. and Geist, J. M., “The Effects of Stratification on
Boil-off Rates in LNG Tanks.” Paper presented at the A.G.A. Distri-
bution Conference, Atlanta, GA, May 8-10, 1972.

The addition ofLNG to a partiallyfilled tank containing liquid of
a different density may lead to the temporary formation ofstrati-
fied layers. The physical phenomena associated with the mixing
ofstratified layers ofLNG have been simulated on the computer.
One method for mitigating potential hazards associated with
stratification is by limiting the density and the temperature differ-
ence between fresh liquid and LNG in the tanks.
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Corlett, R. C., “Gas Fires With Pool-Like Boundary Conditions:
Further Results of Interpretation.” Combustion and Flame. 74:351-
360, 1970.

A circular, upward-facing burner, supplying uniform flux offuel
gas from a water-cooled surface, preserves the essential features
of a pool fire. Addition of up to 2% methyl bromide to several
fuels had no effect on heat transfer. At high fuel supply rates, the
data lend to correlate independently ofthe air requirement of the
fuel; at low supply rates, the data tend to correlate independently
of volumetric supply rate.

Corlett, R. C. and Fu, T. M., “Some Recent Experiments With Pool
Fires.” Pyrodvnamics. 4: 253-269, 1966.

Steady burning rates of methanol, ethanol and acetone in thin-
walled stainless steel burners of 0.6 to 30 cm diameter have been
studied. Radiation levels were estimatedand arefound consistent
with results ofearlier experiments with water-cooled gas burners.
Measured water absorption rates are in reasonable basis ofheat
and mass transfer similarity.

Update.” Hydrocarbon Processing.Drake, E. M., “ENG Rollover
55; 119-122, January, 1976.

The article considers LNG density, effects preceding rollover,
rollover time prediction, heat storage, and discusses three docu-
mented cases of rollover.

Drake, E. M., Geist, J., M. and Smith, K. A., “Prevent LNG Rol-
lover.” Hydrocarbon Processing. 52:87-90, March, 1973.

Studies were undertaken of basic mechanisms involved in LNG
“rollover”, to predict when they may occur and to evaluate effec-
tiveness of possible preventive measures. Such measures include
mixing during filling, limiting variations in LNG composition
and lowering tank set point pressure.

Drake, E. M., Jeje, A. A. and Reid, R. C., “Transient Boiling of
Liquefied Cryogens on a Water Surface. 1 - Nitrogen, Methane, and
Ethane.” International Journal of Heat Mass Transfer. /<5:1361-1368,
1975.

The results ofan experimental study ofthe transient boiling rales

of pure liquefied nitrogen, methane, and ethane in water are
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discussed. Nitrogen boded with the lowest heat flux rate and the
highest vapor superheat. For nitrogen, the heat flux rate was
found to be proportional to the squareroot ofthe liquid heat. The
heat flux rate for ethane was the lowest and that for methane was
intermediate.

Drake, E. M., Jeje, A. A. and Reid, R. C., “Transient Boiling of
Liquefied Cryogens on a Water Surface. II Light Hydrocarbon Mix-
tures.” International Journal of Heat Mass Transfer. 75:1369-1375,
1975.

Light hydrocarbon mixtures simitar to liquefied natural gas were
boded on a water surface. The rate ofvaporization was measured
and the heat fluxes were found to he much higher than that
measured for pure liquid methane. Like methane, the rate of
vaporization increased during the course of the experiment unless
a continuous thick ice layer formed. No significant vapor super-
heat was noted.

Drake, E. M. and Reid, R. C., “How ENG Boils on Soils”, Hydrocar-
bon Processing. 54(5): 191-194, May 1975.

Implications of the paper are that: bod rates of LNG on com-
pacted soils are influenced by soil type, moisture content and
LNG composition; reduction in boding rates can he obtained by
sealing the dike surfaces: dikes ofcrushed rock or stone will have
higher evaporization rates than compacted soil dikes; more stud-
ies are needed to assess insulating or sealing materials underLNG
spill conditions and on LNG foaming behavior.

Drake, E. M. and Wesson, H. R., “Review of LNG Spill Vapor
Dispersion and Fire Hazard Estimation and Control Methods.” Pro-
ceeding of A. G. A. Transmission Conference, Las Vegas, NV, May,
1976.

This paper reviews techniques presently being used by the LNG
industry for evaluating potential LNG vapor dispersion andfire
hazards and will describe practical methods for reducing the
severity of LNG spill accidents.

Duffy, A. R., Gideon, D. N. and Putnam, A. A., Comparison of
Dispersion From LNG Spills Over Land and Water. Draft Report
Prepared by Battelle Columbus Laboratories for the American Gas
Association, December 28, 1973.
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This study examines and compares the available data on disper-
sion from land and water spills, and explains similarities and
differences in results on the basis ofdifferences in experimental
techniques and test conditions, and possible differences in perti-
nent phenomena.

Duffy, A.R., Gideon, D. N., Putnam, A. A. and Bearint, D. E., LNG
Safety Program Phase I - Potential LNG Spills. Report by Battelle
Columbus Laboratories and University Engineers, Inc., to the Ameri-
can Gas Association, February 25, 1971.

The report presents data on known spills of LNG or other cryo-
gens, a discussion and analysis ofproblem areas, and a discussion
of consequences of spills including downwind dispersion, radia-
tion from fires, and reactions with water. Conclusions are sum-
marized and recommendations made for future research.

Dunn, W. A. and Tullier, P. M., Spill Risk Analysis Program Phasell
Methodology Development and Demonstration, NTIS No.
AD/785026, August 1974.

This report describes research and results in the development and
demonstration of systematic methods of assessing the effective-
ness ofeitherproposed orrecently implemented merchant marine
safety regulations. The methods have been designedprimarily to
assist Coast Guard regulatory decision-makers in their selection
ofalternative means ofreducing marine transportation casualties
and spills of hazardous or polluting materials.

Enger, T., “Explosive Boiling of Liquefied Gases on Water.” Confer-
ence Proceedings on LNG Importation and Terminal Safety, Boston,
MA, June 13-14, 1972.
Explosive boiling of a liquefied gas mixture such as LNG on ambient
water can only he produced when the methane content is less than 40
mole percent. Thepotential hazard ofhaving explosive boilingfrom an
LNG spill is negligible during commercial transportation ofLhG. In
addition, energy estimates show that the potential damage from explo-

•e boiling of a liquefied gas is minimal.
Enger, T. and Hartman, D. E., “Mechanics of the LNG-Water Interac-
tion.” Paper presented at the American Gas Association Distribution
Conference, Atlanta GA, May 8, 1972.
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Shell Pipe Line Labs has conductedresearch since 1970 on rapid
phase transformation which can occur when LNG is spilled onto
water. “Explosive" LNG-water interaction results because of
rapid phase transformation and violent expansion ofa thin layer
ofsuperheated LNG at the interface between the LNG and water.
It is statedthat “explosions occur only when LNG is a weathered
state, i.e., when the methane content ofLNG is less than 40 mole
percent”.

Enger, T. and Hartman, D. E., “Rapid Phase Transformation During
LNG Spillage on Water,” Paper presented at the Third International
Conference and Exhibition on LNG, Washington, DC, September
24-28, 1972.

It is shown that “explosions” can only occur with “aged" LNG
which contains less than 40 mole percent methane. The “explo-
sive" interaction between a liquefied gas and water is caused by
the rapid phase transformation and violent expansion ofa thin
layer of superheated liquefied gas at the liquefied gas-water
interface.

Enger, T., Hartman, D. E. and Seymour, E. V., “Explosive Boiling of
Liquefied Hydrocarbon/Water Systems.” Paper presented at the Cry-
ogenic Engineering Conference, National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, CO, August 9-11, 1972.

The conditions which produce “explosions” when LNG is spilled
on water at ambient temperature have been isolated and verified
experimentally. It has been shown that “explosions” can only
occur with “aged” LNG which contains less than 40 molepercent
methane. Contact between water and LNG with more than 40
mole percent methane produces normal vaporization.

Escudier, M. P., “Aerodynamics of a Burning Turbulent Gas Jet in a
Crossflow.” Combustion Science and Technology. 4:293-301, 1972.

The study extends the entrainment theory for weak plumes by
including into its framework the influences ofradiative thermal-
energy transfer, large density variations, and thermal-energy gen-
eration through chemical reaction. Thermal radiation isfound to
be of secondary importance to plume dynamics. Calculations
show that a plume’s motion is not significantly influenced by
buoyancy forces until well downstream of the reaction zone.
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Evaluation of LNG Vapor Control Methods. Report to the American
Gas Association by Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts,
October, 1974.

It is shown that, for the high spill rates, the maximum downwind
hazard zone is not significantly affected by shutdown ofthe leak
in the 10-minute period specified in the NFPA Code. To be
effective in reducing downwind hazards shutdown of the leak
should he accomplished as soon as possible, preferably under 2
minutes.

Fannelop, T. K. and Waldman, G. D., “The Dynamics of Oil Slicks
Or Crude®’.”AlAA Paper No. 71-74 presented at the
AIAA 9th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, New York, New York, Janu-
ary 25-27, 1971.

The spread of an oil slick onto calm water is considered from a
theoretical viewpoint. The equations of motion are derivedfor
the gravity-inertial and gravity-viscous flow regimes. For both
two-dimensional and radial slicks, similaritv solutions are
obtainedfor the twoflowregimes which give adequate agreement
with available experimental data.

Fauske, H., “The Role of Nucleation in Vapor Explosions.” Transac-
tions of the American Nuclear Society. 75:813-815, 1972.

Thepaper suggests apossible mechanism for vapor explosionand
examines the validity of the mechanism in light of available
experimentalfacts.

Fay, J. A., “Unusual Fire Hazard ofLNG Tanker Spills.” Combustion
Science and Technology. 7:47-49, 1973.

This report gives theoretical expressions for the pool spreadand
evaporation rate of liquefied natural gas spilled on water, the
gravitational spread, and the heating and downwind spread ofthe
vapor cloud. It does not treat the diffusion or mixingof the vapor
with air.

Fay, J. A. and Lewis, D. H., Jr., “The Inflammability and Dispersion
of LNG Vapor Clouds.” Proceedings of the Fourth International
Symposium on Transport of Hazardous Cargoes by Sea and Inland
Waterway, Jacksonville, FL, October 26-30, 1975, NTIS #AD/A-023
505, pp 489-498, October 1975.
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The paper considers the statistical properties of LNG vapor
concentration, the mean vapor concentration in a dispersing
cloud and downwind distances for two flammability conditions.

Feldbauer, G. F., Hcigl, J. J. and McQueen, W. et al., Spills ofLNG on
Water Vaporization and Downwind Drift of Combustible Mix-
tures. Report No. EE6IE-72, Esso Research and Engineering Com-
pany, May 24, 1972.

A total of seventeen LNG spill tests, ranging in size from about
250 to 2500 gallons, were carried out under a variety of weather
conditions. The main thrust of the experimental work was aimed
at measuring the parameters required to predict downwind con-
centrations. The aim of the experimental work was to measure the
plume shape and other information which would permit the data
on these variables to he extrapolated.

Felske, J. D. and Tien, C. L., “Calculation of the Emissivity of Lumi-
nous Flames.” Combustion Science and Technology. 7:25-31, 1973.

A simple analytical basis for determining the total emissivity of
luminous flames is developed. The analysis considers flames
whose dominant emitting species are water vapor, carbon dioxide
and soot particles. Calculations are made to illustrate therelative
importance of gas and soot emission under typical flame
conditions.

Fortson, R. M., Holmboe, E. L., Brown, F. 8.. Kirkland, J. T., Tullier,
P. M,, Dayton, R. 8., Maritime Accidental Spill Risk Analysis Phase
I: Methodology Development and Planning, NTIS No. AD/761 362,
January, 1973.

This report develops a methodological approach and task plan
for assessing alternative methods of reducing the potential risk
caused by the spill of hazardous cargo as the result of vessel
collisions and groundings. In addition to developing the overall
study approach, a very preliminary analysis ofship /barge acci-
dents in U.S. territorial waters and port traffic was done to

identify types ofaccidents to be examined in thenext phase of the
study effort.
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Garland, F. and Atkinson, G., The Interaction ofLiquid Hydrocarbon
With Water. U.S. Coast Guard, Office of Research and Development,
NTIS AD 75361, October, 1971.

This is an investigation ofthephenomena reported in a Bureau of
Mines report which studied the hazards of LNG. During the
investigation, LNG was dropped onto a variety ofliquid samples.
Explosions did not occur when pure water was used as the sam-
ple, but water contaminated with n-hexane or toluence gave an
explosion every lime. Peak explosion pressures are given for a
variety of experimental conditions.

Gaydon, A. G. and Wolfhard, H. G., Flames Their Structure,
Radiation and Temperature. Chapman & Hall Ltd., London, 1960.

The book includes information concerning premixedflames,flow
patterns and shapes, burning velocity, propagation, diffusion,
stability, carbon in flames, radiation, temperature, ionization,
combustion processes of rocket fuels, and recent progress on
some flame problems.

Germeles, A. E., “A New Model for LNG Tank Rollover.” Paper
presented at the Cryogenics Engineering Conference, Kingston,
Ontario, July, 1975.

A dynamic model is presented which can give very accurate
rollover predictions and is a potentially powerful tool in rollover
prevention strategies. The excellent agreement between the pre-
dictions of the model and observationsfor the La Spezia rollover
indicate that the model is valid. Uncertainties in the model trans-

port coefficients indicate that further validation of the model
would be desirable. The model has been computerized.

Germeles, A. E., “Forced Plumes and Mixing of Liquids in Tanks.
Journal of Fluid Mechanics. 77:601-623, 1975.

A mathematical modelfor the mixing of two miscible liquids of
different density is presented, from which the tank stratification
can be computed.

Germeles, A. E. and Drake, E. M., “Gravity Spreading and Atmos-
pheric Dispersion of LNG Vapor Clouds.” Proceedings ofthe Fourth
International Symposium on Transport of Hazardous Cargoes by Sea
and Inland Waterway, Jacksonville, FL, October 26-30, 1975, NTIS
No. AD/A-023 505, pp 519-539, October, 1975.
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The paper presents methods for estimating the extent and loca-
tion offlammable vapors as a function of spill and weather
conditions, assuming that ignition does not occur. Models allow
the width of the vapor cloud to be computed at the point of
ignition for consequence analysis.

Gideon, D. N. and Putnam, A. A., “Dispersion Hazard from Spills of
LNG on Land and on Water.” Cryogenics. 17, January, 1977.

This report analyzes thepertinentpublished data on dispersion of
vaporsfrom LNG spills on land and water. Correlation of these
data is based on the commonly used relationships from dispersion
theory. The report has emphasized peak concentration rather
than average or 'maximum average' concentrations and for
instantaneous spills. The peak concentrations ofmajor interest to
safety, are related to the peak vaporization rates.

Gideon, D. N., Putnam, A. A. and Duffy, A. R., Comparison of
Dispersion from LNG Spills Over Land and Water. Report to the
American Gas Association by Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Proj-
ect IS-3-7, A.G.A. Catalog No. M 19877, September 4, 1974.

The report discusses dispersion variables, spill characteristics on
water, a description of LNG programs, and provides compari-
sons of dispersion data.

Gideon, D. N., Putnam, A. A. and Duffy, A. R., “Safety Aspects of
LNG Spills on Land.” Advances in Cryogenic Engineering. 21. Paper
presented at 1975 Cryogenic Engineering Conference held at Queen’s
University, Kingston, Ontario, July 22-25, 1975.

The paper provides information concerning experimental spills
ofLNG. Instrumentation and procedures, the dispersion hazard,
the radiation hazard, andfire control and vapor suppression are
discussed.

Gifford, F. A., Jr., “Use of Routine Meteorological Observations for
Estimating Atmospheric Dispersion.” Nuclear Safety. 2(4):47-51,
June, 1961.

The article considers vertical dispersion ofa cloud or plume and
gives estimates of the lateral spread as well as wind speed and
direction.
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Griffis, K. A. and Smith, K. A., “Convection Patterns in Stratified
LNG Tanks Cells Due to Lateral Heating.” Paper presented at the
3rd Conference on Natural Gas Research and Technology, Dallas, TX,
March 6-8, 1974.

The paper treats the subject of layer formation due to a uniform
lateral heat flux, such as exists at an LNG Tank wall. Experimen-
tally, a water sugar system has been used to model the methane-
higher hydrocarbon system. Preliminary results indicate that
convective layers will be relatively thin for cases which are ger-
mane to LNG storage.

Guise, A. 8., “How to Fight Natural Gas Fires ."Hydrocarbon Proc-
essing. 54:76-79

, August, 1975.
Thefollowing recommendations are made for coping with natu-
ral gas fires: (I) assume allfires to be impinging. (2) use potassium
bicarbonate-base dry chemical, (3) use multipurpose dry chemi-
cal where water is not available, (4) use high velocity concentrated
streams, and (5) use protective clothing and face shields.

Hall, A. R., “Pool Burning.” Oxidation and Combustion Reviews.
6: 169-225, 1973, Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company.

This review of literature includes: influence on the burning char-
acteristics; temperature distribution in the liquid and the pheno-
mena of hot zoneformation and bod-over; prevailing concepts of
heat transfer from the flame to the liquid; effect of water as a
dispersed phase, and as a substrate, on burning.

Harsha, P. T., LNG Safety Program Topical Report: Dispersion
Modeling. Report RDA TR—llOO-003, Prepared by R&D Asso-
ciates for the American Gas Association, July, 1976.

A variety oftechniques exist for near-field LN G dispersion phen-
omena; Gaussian plume models are inappropriate; hydrostatic
models are appropriate; three-dimensional numerical models
have been demonstrated; a general LNG vapor dispersion model
should incorporate sophisticated state-of-the-art turbulence
models.

Hashemi, H. T. and Wesson, H. R., “Cut LNG Storage Costs.” Hydro-
carbon Processing, pp 117-120, August, 1971.

Better, more precise designs can be made usinga new mathemati-
cal model which more closely predicts actual boil-offrates. LNO
losses and storage costs are reduced.
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Havens, J. A., Predictability of LNG Vapor Dispersion From Catas-
trophic Spills Onto Water: An Assessment. Report prepared by the
University of Arkansas for the Cargo and Hazardous Materials Di-
vision, Office of Merchant Marine Safety, U.S. Coast Guard, April,
1977.

The author has reviewed various mathematical models and the
methodology described by SAI and believes that such techniques
hold the mostpromise for accurate prediction ofvapor dispersion
from catastrophic spills on water. A program designed to evalu-
ate the accuracy of the SAI model or other models should now he
considered high priority.

Heat Transfer at the Air-Ground Interface With Special Reference to
Airfield Pavements. Prepared by the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Department of Civil and Sanitary Engineering, Soil Engineer-
ing Division, Technical Report No. 63, January, 1961.

The variables which affect the transfer of heat at the air-earth
interface were studied as a part of an investigation to improve
techniques forpredicting subsurface temperatures. The invesliga-
tion demonstrates that certain readily obtainable measurements
may be utilized to predict the amounts ofheat flows at the ground
surface due to various atmospheric phenomena.

Heat Transfer in Fires: Thermophysics, Social Aspects, Economic
Impact. Perry L. Blackshear (Editor), John Wiley & Sons, 1974.

The hook, infiveparts, considers social and economic aspects of
fires; geometric parameters for classifying full-scale fires: heat
and mass transfer in gaseous and condensed phases; radiative
heat transfer associated with fire problems, andradiative transfer
parameters.

Henry, R. E. Gabor, J. D., Winsch, I. 0., Spleha, E. A. et al., “Large
Scale Vapor Explosions,” Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne,
Illinois. Paper presented at the Fast Reactor Safety Meeting, Beverly
Hills, CA, April 2-4, 1974.

Experimental results with Freon-22 and water show that the
interface temperature, homogeneous nuc teat ion mode! accu-
ratelypredicts the necessary temperature conditionsfor the onset

of large scale vapor explosions. Test results for many different
contact modes revealed that the magnitudes of explosions were
highly dependent upon contact mode.
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Hertzberg, M., “The Theory of Free Ambient Fire. The Convectively
Mixed Combustion of Fuel Reservoirs.” Combustion and Flame.
21: 195-209, 1973.

The theory offuel-reservoir fires is extended and amplified intoa
quantitative formulation that includes all the significant physical
processes: mass diffusion, heat conduction, convective mixing,
convective heat trnsport, and radiative heat transport. The pre-
dictions are compared with the data for 3 fuels (gasoline, liquid
hydrogen, and methanol), and the comparison gives reasonable
agreement.

Hertzberg, M., Cashdollar, K., Litton, C. and Kansa, E., “The Diffu-
sion Flame in Free Convection. Buoyancy-Induced Flows, Oscilla-
tions, Radiative Balance and Large-Scale Limiting Rates.” Paper
presented at the Central States Section, Combustion Institute Meeting
on Fluid Mechanics of Combustion Processes, Cleveland, OH, March
29-30, 1977.

Early studies offlame oscillations are reviewed and new data are
presented for the fundamental infrared flicker frequencies of
methanol poo! fames and other diffusion fames. Measuredfre-
quencies decrease monotonically with increasing size, in good
agreement with independent data obtainedphotographically and
acoustically.

Hoehne, V. O. and Luce, R. G., “The Effect of Velocity, Temperature,
and Molecular Weight on Flammability Limits in Wind-Blown Jets of
Hydrocarbon Gases.” Proceedings, Division of Refining, API,
50:1057-1081, 1970.

Various diameter jets of methane, ethane, butane, and heptane
gas were directed perpendicular to the wind stream in a wind
tunnel. Measurements were made to define theflammable zone
caused by the jet-wind interaction. The application of the test

results to practical process plant vent spacing to minimize
hazards during windy atmospheric conditions is illustrated.

Hottel, H. C., and Sarofim, A. F., Radiative Transfer. McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1967, Chapter 6.

Chapter 6 deals with gas emissivities and absorplivities.
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Hoult, D. P., “The Fire Hazard of LNG Spilled on Waters”, Proceed-
ings on LNG Importation and Terminal Safety. NTIS No. AD-
-754326, Boston, MA, June 13-14, 1972.

The paper considers the rate of evaporation of LNG spilled on
water, the negatively buoyant plume, heat transfer to the plume,
the buoyant puff, and concludes that there is no single rule
whereby the fire hazard of an LNG spill may be estimated.

Humbert-Basset, R. and Montet, A., “Dispersion dans [’Atmosphere
d’un Nuage Gazeux Forme par Epondage de G.N.L. sur le Sol.” Paper
presented at the Third International Conference on LNG, September,
1972.

An experimental study conducted by GAZ de FRANCE at the
test station of NANTES is described. To investigate the hazards
occurring from spillage, measurements of evaporation rates of
LNG on various soils were made. In addition, measurements were
made of the extent that clouds generatedfrom spillage in diked
areas up to 200 m 2. A mathematical mode! was utilized in the
extensive study of the hazards problem.

Jeje, A. A. and Reid, R. C., “Boiling of Liquefield Hydrocarbons on
Water,” Paper presented at the Third Conference on Natural Gas
Research and Technology, Dallas, TX, March, 1974, sponsored by the
American Gas Association.

The cryogens studied were liquid nitrogen, methane, ethane, and
several typical LNG compositions. In general, boiling fluxes
increased slightly as the initial water temperature was lowered
and as more cryogen was spilled. For LNG mixtures, significant
foaming resulted and it is also suspected that ice is rapidlyformed
and remelted by eddy circulation in the upper layer of water.

Katz, D. L., “Superheat-Limit Explosions.” Chemical Engineering
Progress. (55:68-69, May, 1972.

The rapidity of this superheat-limit event as compared to
nucleated bubble growth in a partially superheated liquid pro-

Katz, D. L. and Sliepcevich, C. M., “LNG/Water Explosions: Cause
and Effect.” Hydrocarbon Processing. 50:240-244, November, 1971;
also NTIS No. AD-775005.

vides an explanation for vapor explosions discussed in the
literature.
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The paper discusses the limit of superheat, the methane-water
system, LNG mixtures, massive LNG spills, and considers other
systems such as liquid methane poured into pure pentane in the
absence of water.

Kneebone, A. and Prew, L. R., “Shipboard Jettison Tests of LNG
Onto the Sea.” Paper presented at the Fourth International Confer-
ence on LNG, Session 5, Paper 5, 1974.
Thefirst part of the paper describes the procedures and results ofa

series of jettison tests carried out on board ship and discusses the
operational safety aspects of such discharges. The second part is
concerned with the environmental hazards associated with the release
of large quantities of LNG to the sea in terms of the extent of vapor
cloud formed; its characteristics and rate of dispersal.
Kogarko, S. M., “Detonation of Methane-Air Mixtures and the Deto-
nation Limits of Hydrocarbon-Air Mixtures in a Large Diameter
Pipe.” Soviet Physics. 3. 1958.

A review is made ofthe Russian literature on methane-air detona-
tion. The author describes his work using tubes with diameters up
to 0.305 meter and lengths to 12.2 meters. Gas mixtures were
initiated with 50/50 amatol explosive charges. The author con-
cludes that the limits and the possibility ofa detonation vary with
the diameter.

Lee, R.H.C. and Happel, J., “Ehermal Radiation and Methane Gas,”
I&EC Fundamentals. J;167-176, May, 1964.

The infrared absorption ofmethane in three wavelength regions
(2.37, 3.31, and 7.65 microns) has been determined at various
temperatures and optical depths. The semiempirical expressions
for the bank absorption so obtained are used to calculate the total
and band emissivities of methane from 0.01 to 2.0foot-aim. and
from 5000 to 3750°R.

Lehto, D. L. and Larson, R. A., Long Range Propagation ofSpherical
Shockwaves From Explosions in Air. U.S. Naval Ordnance Labora-
tory, White Oak, Maryland, Report Numbers NOLTR 69-88 and AD
698 121, July 22, 1969.

Hydrocode calculations for spherical shock propagation using
the artificial-viscosity method are carried out to 0.2 psi overpres-
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surefor a nuclear explosion and/or a TNT explosion. An ideal-
gas integration from the literature is used to extend the results to

1.6 x 10 4 psi. Below 1.0psi, I kilo ton nuclear is equivalent to 0.7
kilotons of TNT.

Levine, A. D., Theoretical Models of TNG Dispersion Studies (Phase
II! LNG Safety Program, Part I: Modelling of TNG Spills. AGA
Project IS 129-1, Technical Report TLN-1, October 17, 1975.

A series of theoretical models relating to the growth and evapora-
tion of cryogenic pools is reviewed, and new ones added in order
to allow for complete empirical correlation. Agreement with all
experimental results is quite good although the scaling law is
somewhat questionable. Continuous spills are modeled using
harmonic function analysis with adequate results.

Leving, A. D., Theoretical Models for LNG Dispersion Studies.
Report on A.G.A. Project IS-129-1, 1975.

Progress reports survey basic relations ofdetonationphenomena
used to emphasize the importance ofkinetics and induction time
for the initiation process. Current knowledge of explosives in
open air gas mixtures suggest that induction time may be very
important in correlating experiments with theory.

Lewis, D. H., The Dispersion and Ignitability ofLNG Vapor Clouds,
dissertation written as partial fulfillment of requirements for M.S.
degree, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, June, 1974.

The flammability of vapor clouds resulting from instantaneous
spills of LNG is determined quantitatively using statistical
methods. A new physical theory on the vapor dispersion process
is presented and compared to available experimental data.
Numericalpredictions of distance to various flammability limits
are presented graphically.

Lind, C. D., Explosion Hazards Associated With Spills of Large
Quantities of Hazardous Materials Phase I. U.S. Coast Guard
Report CG-D-30-75, October. 1974, NTIS No. AD-A001242.

This report documents the results of a program to quantify the
explosion hazards associated with spills ofmaterial such as LNG,
LPG, or ethylene. The results are: a phenomenological descrip-
tion of a spill: an examination of the detonationproperties of
methane: a qualitative theory ofnon-ideal explosions; a plan for
Phase II of the study.
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Lind, C. D. and Strehlow, R. A., “Unconfined Vapor Cloud Explosion
Study.” Paper presented at the Fourth International Symposium on
Transport of Hazardous Cargoes by Sea and Inland Waterways, Jack-
sonville, FL, October 26-30, 1975, NTIS No. AD-A023505.

Five-meter radius hemispherical bag tests of ignition of 10%
methaneIpropane-air mixture were conducted. Results indicated
that ignition offuels in this amount does not produce a detona-
tion or damaging pressure waves.

Liquid Natural Gas, Characteristics and Burning Behavior. Conch
Methane Service Ltd., Villers House, Strand/London, W.C. 2,
England.

A synopsis of a comprehensive engineering report prepared for
Conch Methane Services Ltd., based on large-scale field tests
conducted near Lake Charles, Louisiana, plus laboratory data
from the Bureau of Mines and available information in the litera-
ture. Field tests measured the levels ofradiation by use ofthermo-
piles: and extinguishment trials, using various extinguishment
media, were conducted in conjunction with burning tests.

LNG Safely Program Interim Final Report. (Draft) R&D Asso-
ciates Report RDA-TR-1100-006 to the American Gas Association,
September 30, 1976.

This program represents a comprehensive LNG safety study and
includes the following tasks: LNG spread and boiloffrates, sub-
scale land experiments performed in a wind tunnel, dispersion
modeling, radiation and detonation studies, and afield testpro-
gram definition which represents a majorfocal point ofall other
tasks. Emphasis is placed on scaling, instrumentation, and data
analysis methodologies.

LNG Safety Program Interim Report on Phase II Work. A.G.A.
Project IS-3-1, Report to the American Gas Association by Battelle
Columbus Laboratories, July 1, 1974.

Models for dispersion and radiation were developed, which fit
datafor 80-ft spills and willpredict the hazardfor spills into dikes
up to 400-500ft dia. Experiments verifiedreduction ofdispersion
hazards by insulated dike floors and high dikes. Predictions are
given of downwind distances of travel offlammable vapors and
radiation intensities on targets nearfires on soil, and in low dikes
up to 500-ft in dia.
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LNG Terminal Risk Assessment Study for Los Angeles. Report by
Science Applications, Inc., for Western LNG Terminal Company,
December 22, 1975.

Science Applications, Inc., concludes on the basis of this study
that the LNG risks to populated areas near the Los Angeles
Harbor site are extremely low. The physical characteristics of
LNG, the design of the facility and tankship and the planned
operating rules account for the low risk values.

LNG Wind Tunnel Simulation and Instrumentation Assessment.
Report RDA-TR-105700-003, Draft Report by R&D Associates for
the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, April,
1977.

Information is presented on LNG flame radiation, test site crite-
ria, wind tunnel modeling, and test instrumentation.

Love, T. J., Hood, J. D., Shahrokhi, F. and Tsai, Y. W., “A Method
for the Prediction of Radiative Heat Transfer From Flames.” Paper
presented at the ASME-AIChE Heat Transfer Conference and
Exhibit, Seattle, WA, August 6-9, 1967. (ASME Publication 67-HT-
-47.)

This paperpresents a method, based on the transport equation, to
predict the radiative heat fluxfrom methanol and acetone flames
ofarbitrary size and geometry. Predicted and measured values of
the radiative flux were comparedfor several larger fames and
found to be in good agreement forfree-burningflames of acetone
and methanol.

Mackay, D. and Matsugu, R. S., “Evaporation rates ofLiquid Hydro-
carbon Spills on Land and Water.” The Canadian Journal of Chemical
Engineering. 57:434-439, August, 1973.

Experiments on the evaporation ofcumene, water and gasoline
are described and the evaporation mass transfer coefficient corre-
lated with the windspeed, liquid pool size and the vapour phase
Schmidt Number. Comparison ofthe correlation with flat plate
mass transfer correlations shows satisfactory agreement and sug-
gests that turbulent transfer occurs, the rale being enhanced by
the liquid surface roughness.
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Maezawa, M., Experiments on Fire Hazards ofLiquefied Flammable
Gases. Osaka Gas Company, Ltd., May, 1973.

Part I discusses thefire properties of liquefied flammable gases.
Part IIpresents the results ofan experiment infire extinguishing.
Part 111 is concerned with a dispersion experiment. Briefly, the
flame temperature of each liquefied gas is 700-800 degrees C
compared to gasoline at 1100 degrees C. LNG burning rates are
much larger than gasoline. Radiation energy is also larger than
gasoline.

Maher, J. B. and VanGelder, L. R., “Rollover and Thermal Overfillin
Flat Bottom LNG Tanks.” Pipeline and Gas Journal. 799:46-48, Sep-
tember, 1972.

Conclusions are that high venting incidents involve thermal over-
fill; surface layer phenomena occurs in flat bottom LNG tanks
filled through bottom with a liquid of saturation pressure greater
than pressure capability of the tank; bottomfilled tanks should
provide venting over entire fill time consistent with degree of
thermal overfill; iftop layer is continually agitated duringfilling,
thermal overfill will not occur.

Markstein, G. H., “Scaling of Radiative Characteristics of Turbulent
Diffusion Flames.” Paper presented at the 16thInternational Sympo-
sium on Combustion, 1977.

It is shown that radiative properties of gaseous-fuel turbulent
diffusion flames can be scaled successfully over a fairly wide
range offuelflow rates. In addition, radiometric scans were found
to provide quantitative information on flame length and diame-
ters and their scaling properties. The work was part ofa program
to develop a generally applicable model of fire radiation.

Masliyah, J. H. and Steward, F. R., “Radiative Heat Transfer Froma
Turbulent Diffusion Buoyant Flame With Mixing Controlled Com-
bustion.” Combustion and Flame. 7.3:613-625, 1969.

A mathematical model of a turbulent buoyant diffusion flame is
postulated. The radiative interchange between the flame and a

plane surrounding its base is determined. From this radiative
distribution, it is possible to determine the radiative heat flux to

the liquidfuel which is vaporizing tofeed the,flame. A graphical
solution is presented which yields the rate ofburning of a liquid
fuel ofgiven physical properties in afixed diameterfuel source.
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May, W. G. and McQueen, W., “Radiation From Large LNG Fires.”
Combustion Science and Technology. 7(2):51-56, 1973.

Radiation from flames of burning LNG were measured in a
burning pool contained in a trench. Burning rates over the range
of 13,500 to 40.000 BBL/D ofLNG were studied. Measuredflux
varied from 60 to 480 Btufhr/ft 2 at ground level and 300 to 600
feet from the flame center and from elevated points. An inverse
square law ofradiation vs distance held fairly well.

May, W. G., McQueen, W. and Whipp, R. H., “Dispersion of LNG
Spills.” Hydrocarbon Processing. 52:105-109, May, 1973.

The paper discusses data analysis of plume shape and plume
dispersion characteristics. Correlations show that dispersion of
LNG vapors can be predicted from observedfacts and controlled
conditions.

May, W. G., McQueen, W. and Whipp, R. H., “Spills of LNG on
Water.” Paper presented at the American Gas Association Distribu-
tion Conference, Washington, DC, May 14, 1973.

The conclusions reached cover: effect of variables onflow rate;
inequality of downwind flow rate and evaporation rate; effect of
density on plume shape: dependence of plume density on air
humidity; effect ofplume heating; weather effects; predictions of
downwind plume travel.

Mellor, G. L. and Yamada, T., “A Hierarchy of Turbulence Closure
Models for Planetary Boundary Layers.” Journal of the Atmospheric
Sciences, pp 1791-1806, October, 1974.

Turbulence models centered on hypotheses by Rotta and Kolmo-
goroff are complex. In thepresent paper, we consider systematic
simplifications based on the observation thatparameters govern-
ing the degree of anisotropy are small. Discussion is focused on
density stratified flow due to temperature.

Modak, A. T., “Thermal Radiation From Pool Fires.” Paper pre-
sented at Western States Section, The Combustion Institute Meeting,
La Jolla, CA, October 18-20, 1976.

This analysis computes: radiative energy fluxes to surfaces
located external to thefire in any arbitrary orientation:variations
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ofradiative heal flux along the fuel surface; total radiative heal
transfer from flames to fuel surface: forward radiative heal
transfer from fire to virgin fuel bed external to the fire; angular
distribution ofradiative flux emitted by the pool fire; totalradia-
tive power output of the fire.

Morton, B. R., “Modeling Fire Plumes.” Paper presented at the Tenth
International Symposium on Combustion, Cambridge, U.K., August
17-21, 1964.

Theoretical treatments for turbulent diffusion flames and for the
strongly heated regions offire plumes in a still environment may
he based on those developed for weakly buoyant plumes. A
discussion is given ofsome of the modifications that are needed,
and the effects of large variations in density on theplume dynam-
ics and aspects of heat transfer by radiation are presented
separately.

Mullin, F. et al. Thermal Radiation and Overpressures From Instan-
taneous TNG Release Into the A tmosphere - Phase 11. Final Report by
TRW Systems Group to A.G.A., Report No. 08072-9, A.G.A. Catalog
No. M60015, May, 1969.

This report considers the fluid mechanics and thermochemistryof
thermal radiation; bod-off TNG vapor/air mixture dispersion
experiments, and blast ofoverpressure; dike design; and a discus-
sion of the flame program and vapor cloud studies.

Murgai, M. P., “Radiative Transfer Effects in Natural Convection
Above Fires.” Journal of Fluid Mechanics. /2(3):441-448, March,
1962.

This paper describes the results of examining the influence of
radiative heat transfer on turbulent natural convection above
fires in an atmosphere of constant potential temperature, under
both the ‘opaque’ and ‘transparent’ approximations. It turns out
that on the basis of the overall approximations introduced in this
investigation, the former case reduces to that of no radiative
transfer.

Murgai, M. P. and Emmos, H. W„ “Natural Convection Above
Fires.” Journal of Fluid Mechanics. 8:6\ 1-624, 1960.
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The turbulent natural convection abovefires in a dry calm atmos-
phere with a constant lapse rate has been the subject of several
recent investigations. The present paper presents solution curves
from which the natural convection may be computed over afire of
arbitrary size in an atmosphere with arbitrary lapse-rate
variation.

Muscari, C. C., The Evolution ofLiquid Natural Gas on Water. M. S.
Thesis, MIT, 1974.

Governing equations are given for the simultaneous spread and
evaporation (burning) of an LNG spill on water. Equation solu-
tions determine the (I) maximum radial extent of the spill, (2)
time duration ofcomplete dissipation ofspill volume, (3) graphics
ofspill volume vs time, evaporation rate vs time and spill thick-
ness vs distance (from origin of spill).

Nakanishi, E., and Reid, R. C., “Liquid Natural Gas-Water Reac-
tions.” Chemical Engineering Progress. (57:36-41, December, 1971.

This paper cites previous studies and discusses both quantitative
and qualitative experimental results. Consideration is given to
water on cryogens, underwater release of cryogens, cryogens on
ice, cryogen spills on water and on coated liquids. Finally, a
tentative hypothesis is presented for the explosiion phenomena.

Nelson, W., “A New Theory to Explain Physical Explosions.” Com-
bustion. 44, May, 1973.

This paper summarizes some known facts about explosions, with
emphasis on physical explosions, describes a new explosion
mechanism, and suggests current and future applications of the
new theory to prevent smelt-water explosions in kraft chemical
recovery furnaces.

Nielson, H. J. and Tao, L. N., “The Fire Plume Above a Large
Free-Burning Fire.” Paper presented at the Tenth International Sym-
posium on Combustion, Cambridge, U.K., August 17-21, 1964.

A model which describes the variation with altitude ofthe compo-
sition, temperature, and velocity of the gases within a plume
above a large free-burning fire is presented. This mode! is an
extension ofprevious analysis ofbuoyant plumes which includes
the effects of combustion, composition variation, and radiation
losses from the hot gases.
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Ordin, Paul M., Bibliography on Liquefied Natural Gas(LNG) Safely
NASA Technical Memorandum NASA TM X-73408, April, 1976,

This bibliography contains citations concerned with the safety of
LNG and liquid methane. The raw data for this report was a
computer printout based on a keyword search strategy ofdescrip-
tions in the cryogenic safety data bank dealing with LNG.

Otterman, 8., “Analysis of Large LNG Spills on Water Part I:
Liquid Spread and Evaporation.” Cryogenics. /5(8):445-460, August,
1975.

The first part ofthis two-part review considers the theoreticaland
experimental results obtained on liquid spread and evaporation
of large LNG spills on water. Both instantaneous spills, in which
the spill time is much smaller than the timefor complete vaporiza-
tion. and continuous spills are considered. Also, applications of
the correlations are discussed.

Panofsky, H. A., “The Atmospheric Boundary Layer Below 150
Meters.” Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics. 6:147-177, 1974.

The article considers profiles andfluxes over homogeneous ter-
rain (surface layers, extension to the tower layer) and profiles
over changing terrain (windprofiles, temperature characteristics,
energy budgets, horizontal velocity components, temperature
and humidity spectra, cospectra, and boundary layer models).

Parker, R. 0., “Calculating Thermal Radiation Hazards in Large
Fires.” Fires Technology. 10(2): 147-152, 1974.

The author has developed, and discusses here, a method for
assessing the thermal radiation hazards to objects from fires. A
comparison of the calculations to an actual fire experience seems
to indicate that the method is reasonably accurate, though some-
what conservative.

Parker, R. 0., “Study of Downwind Vapor Travel From LNG Spills.
Paper presented at the American Gas Association Distribution Con-
ference, May 1970.

The problem can be treated as a heat transfer calculation at the
earth-liquid interface yielding the input; a second heat transfer
problem if there is no wind, or if there is wind, an atmospheric
dispersion problem. The conclusion is that it is very unlikely that
vapor concentrations of more than I /2 the lowerflammable limit
will exist 600 or more feet downwind of the lee dike.
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Parker, R. 0., and Spata, J. K. “Downwind Travel of Vapor From
Large Pools of Cryogenic Liquids”. Paper presented at LNG-1 Confer-
ence, Chicago, IL, 1968.

A method is developed for calculating vapor concentrations
downwind of large pools of cryogenic liquids. Vapor concentra-
tions at any downwind position is found as a function of time,
wind speed, and wind structure. Ixiteral and vertical dispersion
coefficients are determined using meteoroligical observations.
Practical applications include hazard studies and air pollution
estimates.

Pergament, H. S. and Fishburne, E. S., “Influence of Buoyancy on
Turbulent Hydrogen/Air Diffusion Flames.” Paper presented at the
Central States Section, Combustion Institute Meeting on Fluid
Mechanics of Combustion Processes, Cleveland, OH, March 29-30,
1977.

The results show that: flame properties scale with nondimen-
sional distancefor Froude numbers (Fr) greater than about I0h;

buoyancy affects temperature decay rates downstream of the
location of maximum temperature (after all the H 2 has burned);
the predicted influence ofFr on buoyant flame lengths is consist-
ent with the available data.

Pipkin, O. A. and Sliepcevich, C. M., “Effect of Wind on Buoyant
Diffusion Flames.” Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Fundamen-
tals. 3:147-154, 1964.

Buoyant diffusion flames of natural gas were observed in wind
tunnelexperiments to determine the extent of bending by wind. A
flame drag coefficient, C,, is introduced in the flame momentum
balance. A single straight-line correlation of In C, (Re) vs In Re
is obtained after extracting the influenceofflame angle of tilt and
applying an empirical correction to account for increasing flame
roughness at larger diameters.

Porricelli, J. D.. Keith, V. E. and Paramore, 8., Recommended Quali-
fications ofLiquified Natural Gas Cargo Personnel, Volumes I, H and
HI, NTIS No. AD/A026 109, AD/A026 110, April 1976.
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The report presents recommendations, based on task analysis,
concerning training and other qualification requirements
appropriate for personnel of liquefied natural gas (TNG) ships
and barges. The study was apilot effort to demonstrate a method
of determining qualifications for new technology ship occupa-
tions when there are few or no operating examples to study.

Porteous, W. M. and Blander, M., “Limits ofSuperheat and Explosive
Boiling of Light Hydrocarbons, Halocarbons, and Hydrocarbon Mix-
tures.” AIChE Journal. 21, pp 560-566, May, 1975.

Thirteen light hydrocarbons and 4 light halocarbons were tested
to determine their limits of superheat at one atmosphere pressure
using a superheating column. Even with some variation in
temperature to which a compound could be superheated before
boiling explosively, the reduced limits 7’ /T were always close to
0.88. Super heat limits ofbinary hydrocarbon systems and ter-
tiary mixtures were close to molefraction averages of the limits of
the pure compounds.

Porteous, W. M. and Reid, R. €., “Light Hydrocarbon Vapor Explo-
sions.” Chemical Engineering Progress. 75:83-89, May, 1976.

This article includes information relating to spills on water of
propane, propylene, isobutante, binary mixtures containing
ethane, pure alkanes andpure alkenes. Some explosive composi-
tions and ranges for hydrocarbon spills are also given. Previous
studies are cited and factors affecting violence of explosions are
discussed.

Priestley, C.H.8., and Taylor, R. J., “On the Assessment of Surface
Heat Flux and Evaporation Using Large-Scale Parameters.” Monthly
Weather Review. IOO(2):81-92, February, 1972.

Datafrom a number of saturated land sites and open water sites

in the absence of advection suggest a widely applicable formula
for the relationship between sensible and latent heat fluxes.
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Putnam, A. A., “A Model Study of Wind-Blown Free-Burning Fires.”
Paper presented at the 10th Symposium on Combustion, The Com-
bustion Institute, 1965.

Specifically, the dimensionless fame height varied with the nega-
tive I/4-power of the Froude number based on cross-wind veloc-
ity and undisturbed flame height, above a Froude number of 0.2.
The horizontal extension of the flame, on the other hand,
increased rapidly with increasing cross wind atfirst, and then less
rapidly with the I/6-power of the Froude number.

Putnam, A. A, “Area Fire Considered as a Perimeter-Line Fire.”
Combustion and Flame. 7:306-307, 1963.

The hypothesis that line fires and area fires are basically related
was tested by examining available data on sources in a lineand in
a hexagonal pattern. A mathematical analysis is given to justify
the hypothesis.

Putnam, A. A. and Grinberg, I. M., “Axial Temperature Variation in a
Turbulent, Buoyance-Controlled, Diffusion Flame.” Combustion and
Flame 9(4):419-420, 1965.

An analytical expression was formulated which correlated the
temperature profile of a turbulent diffusion, buoyancy-
controlled flame to fuel properties and flow conditions. The
expression is valid in the region after combustion is completed,
and is valid at higher temperature levels than previously used
correlations which are accommodated as a limiting case.

Putnam, A. A. and Speich, C. F., “A Model Study of the Interaction of
Multiple Turbulent Diffusion Flames.” Paper presented at the 9th
International Symposium on Combustion, 1963.

This research program has shown that a validmodelfor studies of
mass fires can be produced using multiple jets ofgaenousflues.
The basic requirement is that the fuel jets produce turbulent
diffusionflames which are buoyancy controlled. A specified oper-
ating range where this requirement is met was found for this
model.
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Radiative Transfer in Multidimensional Systems of Non-Gray Molec-
ular Gases Effects on Combustion. Columbia University. A.G.A,
Project on LNG Fire Study. (See LNG 1976 Annual Report).

An analytical technique has been developed to treat band radia-
tion from non-gray molecular gases. The technique has been
simplified so that the frequency integrations can be performed
with anile quadratureformulae. The simplified technique is being
applied to multidimensional radiative transfer problems as well
as problems involving combustion.

Raj, P. and Emmons, H. W., “On the Burning of a Large Flammable
Vapor Cloud." Paper presented at the Central States Section, Com-
bustion Institute Meetings, April, 1975.

A theoretical analysis is presented to estimate the ground level
width of a two-dimensional turbulent flame as a function of the
same for the burning of a large combustible vapor cloud in the
atmosphere for a given turbulent flame speed. The base width of
the flame is assumed to be controlled by the rate at which the
vapor is fed into the combustion zone and the air entrainment
rate.

Raj, P. and Kalelkar, A. S., Assessment Models in Support of the
Hazard Assessment Handbook. A report by Arthur D. Little, Inc., to
the Department of Transportation, U.S. Coast Guard, report
Numbers CG-D-65-74, NTIS No. AD 776617, January 1974.

Analytical models are derived to describe the hazards caused by
the accidental release of chemicals into the atmosphere or spills
onto water. The models encompass a variety ofphysical phenom-
ena that can occur such and disperson ofvapor in the atmosphere,
dispersion of liquid in water, spreading on water, burning ofa
liquid pool, etc. Analyses include the modeling of the phenom-
enon and solution to equations.

Raj, P. and Kalelkar, A. S., “Fire Hazard Presented by a Spreading,
Burning Pool of Liquefied Natural Gas on Water.” Paper presented at
the Western States Section, Combustion Institute Meeting, 1973.
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A time-growth ratefor an LNG spill on water is obtainedand the
fire duration, determined by complete evaporation time, is estab-
lished. An effective flame height is established and the radiation
field about the flame calculated. Based on thermal radiation flux
and fire duration, safe separation distances from the LNG pool
firefor people and combustible materials(wood) are determined.

Ramsdell, J. V., Jr., and Hinds, JW. T., “Concentration Fluctuations
and Peak-to-Mean Concentration Ratios in Plumes From a Ground-
Level Continuous Point Source.” Atmospheric Environment. 5:483-
495, 1971.

Diffusion data were collected by 63 incremental samplers during
four short duration, continuous releases of 115 Kr. Cumulative
frequency distributions and the intensity ofshort-term concentra-
tions are shown to be afunction ofthe relative crosswindposition
within the mean plume. Peak-to-mean concentration ratios are
shown as a function of relative crosswind position within the
plume and the ratio of the durations of the mean and peak.

Rasbach, D. J., Rogowski, A. W. and Stark, G. W. V., “Properties of
Fires of Liquids.” Fuel, 35:94-107, 1956.

Alcohol, petrol, benzole and kerosene fires, burning freely in a
vessel of 30 cm dia., have been studied. Measurements were made
on the temperature, rate ofburning and change in composition of
the liquid, and on the dimensions, upward velocity, temperature
and emissivity of theflames. It was estimated that with hydrocar-
bon liquidfires, heat transfer to the surface was mainly by radia-
tion, but for the alcohol fire mainly by conduction.

Rausch, A. A. and Levine, A. D., “Rapid Phase Transformations
Caused by Thermodynamic Instability in Cryogens.” Cryogenics.
13: 224-229, April, 1973.

Thermodynamic metastability and incipient stability are used to
explain the cause of rapid phase transformations. When liquid
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cryogen comes into sudden contact with a warmer host liquid, it is
heated and forms a thin layer ofmetastable, superheated liquidat
the interface. A heat transfer and thermodynamic mode! is used
to predict the host liquid temperature that will causea shockwave
for a given cryogen.

Raynor, G. S., Michael, P., Brown, R. M. and Sethußaman, S.,“A
Research Program on Atmospheric Diffusion from an Oceanic Site,"
Paper presented at the Symposium on Atmospheric Diffusion and Air
Pollution, Santa Barbara, CA, September 9-13, 1974. Report Number
BNL 18924.

Analyses of meteorological data collected in this program show
that wind profiles measured on the beach are representative of
those over the ocean during onshore fows. Data obtainedfrom
tracer releases show that diffusion over the sea differs appreciably
from that over land at the same time and is largely determined by
the air-water temperature difference.

Raynor, G. S., Michael, P., Brown, R. M. and Sethußaman, S.,
Studies of Atmospheric Diffusion From a Near-Shore Oceanic Site,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Report Number BNL 18997, June,
1974.

Preliminary results show that diffusion is governed primarily by
water and air temperature differences. With colder water, low-
level air is very stable and diffusion minimal but water warmer
than the air induces vigorous diffusion.

Reid, R. C., “Superheated Liquids.” American Scientists. <54:146-156,
March-April, 1976.

The article cites numerous studies concerning superheated liquids
and indicates that significant evidence suggests that superheated
liquids are a trigger leading to the extensive fragmentation that
may well set off large vapor explosions.

Reid, R. C. and Smith, K. A., Boil-Off Rate of Liquid Nitrogen and
Liquid Methane on Insulated Concrete. Interim Report from Ml
LNG Research Center to A.G.A., December, 1975.
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Experiments were conducted to measure the boil-offrate ofboth
liquid nitrogen and liquid methane on insulation concrete.
Results are fragmentary but do allow approximations of the rale

of vapor generation that could result from spills of cryogens on
typical insulating concretes.

Reisler, R. E., Ethridge, N. H., LeFevre, D. P. and Giglio-Tos, L., Air
Blast Measurements From the Detonation ofan Explosive Gas Con-
tained in a Hemispherical Balloon (Operation Distant Plain, Event
2a). U.S. Army Aberdeen Research and Development Center, Ballistic
Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland,
Report Numbers BRL MR 2108 and AD 731-216, July, 1971.

Air blast was measured from the detonation of a mixture of
oxygen andpropane equivalent to 20 tons of TNT in a hemispher-
ical balloon anchored to the ground surface. Comparisons made
of overpressure waveshape and impulse as a function of shock
overpressure show an equivalent yield of 20 tons or larger and a
dynamic pressure impulse about 60 percent larger than for a
corresponding 20 ton TNT charge.

Ricou, F. P. and Spalding, D. 8., “Measurements of Entrainment by
Axisymmetrical Turbulent Jets." Journal of Fluid Mechanics. 11:21-
32, 1961.

Measurements have allowed the deduction ofan entrainment law
relating mass flow rate, jet momentum, axial distance, and air
density. When the injectedgasburns in the jet the entrainmentrate
is up to 30% lower than when it does not.

Sarsten, Jan A., “LNG Stratification and Rollover.” Paper presented
at the API Division of Refining, Philadelphia, PA, May 17, 1973.

This report covers an incident where LNG was stratified in an
LNG storage tank duringfilling and how that stratification subse-
quently resulted in a rollover of the tank contents and the release
ofa large quantity ofgas. A repetition will he positivelyprevented
by the installation of a jet mixing nozzle that will thoroughly mix
off loaded cargo with different composition initial tank heels.
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Sergeant, R. J. and Robinett, F. E., An Experimental Investigation ofthe Atmospheric Diffusion and Ignition ofBoil Off Vapors Associated
With a Spillage of Liquefied Natural Gas. Report by TRW Systems
Group to the A.G.A., Report Number 08072-7, A.G.A. Catalog No.
M 19715, November 14. 1968.

Results of experimental spills of LNG into scaled earthen dikes
are described. Emphasis of thisphase ofthe program was directed
toward qualitatively determining thepath of the boil-off vapors,
quantitatively measuring the gas I air mixture in the surrounding
environment, and demonstrating the extent of theflammability
with an ignition source. Correlation of the experimental data into
empiricalform is presented; radiation data were also obtained.

Simmons. John A., Risk Assessment of Storage and Transport of
Liquefied Natural Gas and LP-Gas, Science Applications, Inc.,
November 25, 1974.

A methodfor assessing the societal risk of transporting LPG and
LNG is described. From an estimated 52 significant accidents per
year with LPG tank trucks at thepresent truck-associated trans-
portation rate of 20 billion gallons ofLPG peryear, afatalityrale

of 1.2per year is calculated. For the projected 1980 importation
of 33 billion gallons by tankership, afatality rate of0.4peryear is
calculated.

Singer, I. A., “The Relationship Between Peak and Mean Concentra-
tions,” Journal of the Air Pollution Control Association. 11:336-341,
July, 1961.

A method of predicting average concentrations has been pre-
sented. It has been shown that the simplified normal bivariate
distribution describing the average concentrationpattern is com-
posed of various short-term periodic distributions which may
differ from it significantly. A descriptive, empirical method has
been described.

Singer, I. A. and Smith, M. E., “Atmospheric Dispersion of Brook-
haven National Laboratory.” Air and Water Pollution An Interna-
tional Journal. 10: 125-135, 1966.
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A variety of data relating to atmospheric dispersion has been
obtained at the Brookhaven Laboratory site and its environs.
Concentration measurements were made at distances ranging
from 10 m to 60 km. Dispersion patterns developed are discussed
in detail and values of the parameters appropriate for various
theoretical treatments are summarized.

Slade, D. H., “Atmospheric Dispersion Over Chesapeake Bay.”
Monthly Weather Review, pp 217-224, June, 1962.

It wasfound that, after the air had traveledfor about 7 miles over
the water, its directionfluctuations were always less than they had
been before reaching the water. The wind speedusually increased
as the air crossed the water. The ratio of overland to overwater
dispersive capacity varied from less than 5:1, for heating from
below, to greater than 35:1 for cooling from below.

Slawson, P. R. and Csanady, G. T., “The Effect of Atmospheric
Condition on Plume Rise.” Journal of Fluid Mechanics. 47:33-49,
1971.

The buoyant rise of chimney plumes is discussedfor relatively
large distances from the source, where atmospheric turbulence is
the dominant cause of mixing (rather than turbulence due to the
plume's own upward motion). A simple theory is developed
which shows a number ofdifferent shapes plumes can have under
different atmospheric conditions (particularly in an unstable
environment).

Smith, K. A., Lewis. J. P, Randall, G. A. and Meldon, J. H., “Mixing
and Rollover in LNG Tanks.” Paper presented at the Cryogenic Engi-
neering Conference, Atlanta, GA, August 8, 1973.

Criteria and data are presented for deciding whether a specific
LNG installation need have both top and bottomfill capacity. In
general, a largefacility will benefit from such capability if it is to
receive a variety ofLNG compositionsfrom a variety ofships. It
is further shown that the top fill device requires surprisingly
careful design in order to assure good mixing at thefree surface.
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Smith, K. A. and Reid, R. C, Boiling of LNG on Dike Floor Mate-
rials. M.I.T. LNG Research Center, Cambridge, Ma. 1976 Annual
Report, Task VI, to the American Gas Association BR 87-6 January
1977.

’

The rale of vaporization of LNG spilled on a number of sub-
strates was measured experimentally. Included in the materials
tested: insulated concrete oftwo densities, soil, sand, pebbles, wet
and dry polyurethane. In all cases, the early rate of vaporization
could be well correlated with simple, one-dimensional conduc-
tion heat transfer.

Smith, K. A. and Reid, R. C. Electrostatics and its Hazards in Petro-
leum Industry and LNG Systems. 1976 Annual Report, Task V, to the
American Gas Association BR 87-6, January, 1977.

The paper discusses streaming potentials and sedimentation
potentials in relation to static charge generation as a consequence
of hydrocarbon flow through pipes.

Smith, K. A. and Reid, R. C., The Effect of Composition on the
Boding of LNG on Water. 1976 Annual Report, Task IV, to the
American Gas Association BR 87-6, January, 1977.

The results obtained thusfar with binary and ternary mixtures
indicate that a preferential evaporation of methane does indeed
take place, followed by the preferential evaporation of the next
more volatile component ethane. Propane is the last component
to evaporate. Although a preferential evaporation takes place,
the vapors are a mixture very rich in the volatile component but a
mixture after ad.

Smith, M., (Editor), Recommended Guide for the Prediction of the
Dispersion of Airborne Effluents. Published by the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, May, 1968.

The guide discusses meteorologicalfundamentals, airborne efflu-
ents, stack height, dispersion and deposition, data sources and
experimental methods, and gives calculation methods and
examples.
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Steward, F. R., “Linear Flame Heights for Various Fuels.” Combus-
tion and Flame. £(3):171-178, September, 1964.

The flame heights of linear diffusion flames for several different
fuels have been correlated with a single parameter derivedfrom a
model assuming mixing controlled combustion. The assumptions
involved are stated clearly.

Steward, F. R., “Prediction of the Height of Turbulent Diffusion
Buoyant Flames.” Combustion Science and Technology. 2:203-212,
1970.

A mathematical model of a turbulent diffusion buoyant flame
based on a number ofsimplifying assumptions ispresented. It was
found that the height at which 400% excess air has been entrained
corresponds to the visibleflame height according to data taken in
our laboratory as well as that presented by a number of other
workers.

Strehlow, R. A., “Unconfined Vapor Cloud Explosions - An Over-
view.” Paper presented at the 14th Symposium on Combustion, The
Combustion Institute, Pittsburgh, PA, 1973.

The author summarizes the history of accidental vapor cloud
explosions, reviews the work that has been done to understand
the dispersion, ignition, propagation and blast effects produced,
then points out areasfor future investigation.

Strehlow, R. A. et al., “On the Measurement of Energy Release Rates
in Vapor Cloud Explosions.” Combustion Science and Technology.
6:307-312, 1973.

The method is based on thefinite amplitude isentropic acoustics
of a centered spherical wave and involves the reduction of data
from 3 pressure gauges which are measuring the explosion. The
method of characteristics is used to back calculate to an effective
spherical piston which replaces the explosion so energy release
rates of the explosion can be calculated.
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Study of LNG Safety - Parts I and 11. Tokyo Gas Company Ltd.,
Central Laboratory, February 1971.

This two-part studypresents experimental results on LNG evapo-
ration, combustion and disperson characteristics in a dike, and on
LNG evaporation, iceformation, and LNG dispersion on water.

Sunvala, P. D., “Dynamics of the Buoyant Diffusion Flame.” Journal
of the Institute of Fuel. 40:492-497, 1967.

A new theoretical treatment ofthe axial velocity growth and mass
concentration decay in a buoyant diffusionflame is presented. It
has been found that for the flame lengths of burning of various
fuel gases, organic liquids as well asfuel oils, the one-fifth power
indexfor the Froude Number holds good. However,for thefame
lengths of burning firewood in cribs, the two-fifths power index
for the Froude Number is suggested.

Tanker Structural Analysis for Minor Collisions, U.S. Coast Guard
Report CG-D-72-76, NTIS No. AD/AO 31031, December 1975.

This report describes the work accomplished during the course of
the project of the Evaluation of Tanker Structure in Collision.
The intentof the report is to present the investigationsperformed
in evaluating the phenomena that contribute to the ability of a
longitudinally framed ship, particularly a tanker, to withstand a
minor collision. A minor collision is one in which the cargo tanks
remain intact. The ability to withstand a minor collision is quant-
ized by the total energy that can be absorbed during the collision.

Tarifa, C. S., Del Notario, P. P. and Valdes, C. F., Open Fires. Final
Report, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Grant FG-
SP-114 and 146, May, 1967.

An experimental study was made ofsome basic laws ofopenfires
by utilizing the poo! fire techniques. Data were obtained for
burning rates, energy balances and flame characteristics, includ-
ing the influence offuel type, vessel size and vessel configuration.
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Taylor, P. B. and Foster, P. J., “Some Gray Gas Weighting Coeffi-
cients for C0 2 -H, O Soot Mixtures. International Journal of Heat
Mass Transfer. 1975.

Two tables are provided which give (I) the values of constants
which specify weighting factors for various soot concentrations
applicable in the temperature range 1400-2400° K and (2) values
of constants which specify the gray gas absorption coefficient
applicable in the 1200-2400° K temperature range.

Thermal Radiation and Overpressure from Instantaneous TNG
Release into the Atmosphere. Report by TRW Systems Group to
A.G.A., TRW Report No. 08072-4, April 26, 1968.

The report conclusions express belief that (I) a stoichionmetric
mixture of natural gas and air at atmospheric pressure will not
detonate with a charge ofhigh energy explosive equivalent to 625
grams of TNT; (2) the parameters of charge energy, mixture
composition and confining wall geometry should he further
investigated.

Thomas, P. H. “The Size of Flames From Natural Fires.” Paper
presented at the 9th International Symposium on Combustion, 1963.

Uncontrolledfires produceflames where the initialmomentum of
the fuel is low compared with the momentum produced by
buoyancy. The heights ofsuch flames with wood as the fuel are
examined and discussed in terms of both a dimensionalanalysis
and the entrainment of air into the turbulent flame. Some recent
experiments on the effects of wind on such flames are also
reported.

Thomas, P. H., Baldwin, R. and Heselden, A.J.M.. “Buoyant Diffu-
sion Flames; Some Measurements of Air Entrainment, Heat Transfer,
and Flame Merging.” Paper presented at the 10th International Sym-
posium on Combustion, the Combustion Institute, 1965.

Thistledown has been used as a tracer to measure theflow ofair
toward ethyl alcohol and wood fires 91 cm in diameter, and a
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smaller town gas fire. The measured mean axial temperature rise
at the mean flame height was about 300°-350° Cfor wood and
alcohol and 500° Cfor town gas.

Turner, D. 8., Workbook ofAtmospheric Dispersion Estimates. Pub-
lic Health Service Publication No. 999-AP-26, 1969.

This workbook presents methods of practical application of the
binormal continuousplume dispersion model to estimate concen-
trations of air pollutants. Estimates of dispersion are those of
Pasquill as restated by Gifford. Emphasis is on the estimation of
concentrations of continuous sources for sampling times up to I
hour.

Van Hor, Andrew J. and Wilson, Richard, Liquefied Natural Gas:
Safety Issues, Public Concerns, and Decision Making. Energy and
Environmental Policy Center, Jefferson Physical Laboratory, Har-
vard University, Informal Report BNL 22284, November, 1976.

The report provides background information on LNG and dis-
cusses safety issues, LNG facility siting disputes, LNG decison
making, and gives recommendations concerning LNG terminal
siting facilities.

Vanta, E. B. et al., Detonability of Some Natural Gas-Air Mixtures.
Air Force Armament Laboratory, Eglin Air Force Base, Technical
Report AFATL-TR-74-80, April, 1974.

A bag test method to screen natural gas-air mixtures (5.2 to 12.5%
by vol. natural gas) to determine detonability. At the 8.6 to 8.8%
concentration level, erratic, uneven detonations were initialed
and explosive charges ranged from WOI to 1020grams. Deflagra-
tion occurred at all other fuel concentrations. The detonations
propagated the length of the bag, but a steary Chapman-Jouguet
type wave front was not observed.

van Ulden, A. P., “On the Spreading of a Heavy Gas Released Nearthe
Ground.” Proceedings of the Ist International Loss Prevention Sym-
posium. The Hague/Delft, The Netherlands, May 28-30, 1974, The
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Proceedings is entitled Loss Prevention and Safety Promotion in the
Process Industries, edited by C. H. Buschmann, and published by
Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company, 1974.

It is shown that the spreading of a heavy gas differs essentially
from the spreading of a neutral gas. Horizontal spread is
increased considerably by gravity effects, whereas vertical spread
is limited. Calculations are compared with experimental results.

Varma, R. K., Murgai, M. P. and Ghildyal, C. D., “Radiative Transfer
Effects in Natural Convection Above Fires-General Case.” Proc. Roy.
Soc., London, A 314, 1970.

The effect of radiation, on the overall dynamics ofa hot plume
above largefires, has been considered. An approximate multidi-
mensional transfer equationfor heat radiation is derivedfrom the
Schwarzschild’s equation. The plume material is assumed to he
grey and the outside atmosphere is considered calm and is, other-
wise, in a state of arbitrary lapse rate variation.

Verma, S. B. and Cermak, J. E., “Mass Transfer From Aerodynami-
cally Rough Surface.” International Journal of Heat and Mass
Transfer. 77:567-579, 1974.

Mass transfer rates were determined by directly measuring the
actual volume of water evaporatedfrom saturated wavy (sinusoi-
dal) surfaces in micrometeorological wind tunnel. Simultaneous
measurements ofmean velocity, humidity and temperature distri-
butions were made over these saturated waves.

Wakeshima, H. and Takata, K., “On the Limit of Superheat.” Journal
of the Physical Society ofJapan. I3{\ 1); 1398-1403, November, 1958.

A new method was devised in which small drops of a sample
liquid are heated as they rise up in the non-soluble heating liquid
with a suitable temperature gradient upward. The limit of super-
heat was determinedfor saturated hydrocarbons and polymethy-
lenes. The agreement between (Daring’s) theory and experiment
was satisfactory.
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Welker, J. R,, Brown, L. E., Ice, J. N., Martinsen, W. E., and West, H.
H., Fire Safety Aboard LNG Vessels. U.S. Coast Guard Report No.
CG-D-94-76, NITC No. AD-A030619, January, 1976.

This report presents results ofan analytical examination ofcargo
spill and fire hazard potential associated with the marine hand-
ling of liquefied natural gas cargo. Principal emphasis was on
cargo transfer operations at receiving terminals, and morespecifi-
cally on the LNG tanker’s cargo handling and hazard sensing and
control equipment and operations.

Welker, J. R. et al., “LNG Spills: To Burn or Not to Burn.” Paper
presented at the A.G.A. Operating Section Distribution Conference,
1969.

This paper concludes that:flammable mixturesfrom large spills
will penetrate a long distance downwind; a major spill should be
ignited as soon as possible; a high-expansion foam system offers
the best protection by suppressing either LNG evaporation or the
burning rate and present standards that specify separation dis-
tance irrespective ofpool size are meaningless.

Welker, J. R., Pipkin, O. A. and Sliepcevich, C. M., “The Effect of
Wind on Flames.” Fire Technology. 7(2); 122-219, 1965.

A simplified and improved correlationfor the drag coefficient of
windblown natural gasfames is given. Experimental results lead-
ing to the correlation were obtained in a low-speed wind tunnel
specifically designed for such studies al the University of Okla-
homa North Campus.

Welker, J. R. and Sliepcevich, C. M., “Bending of Wind-Blown
Flames From Liquid Pools.” Fire Technology. 2, 1966.

The bending of a fame by wind influences the amount of heat
transferred by radiation and convection, the fuel burning rale,

and thefame spread rate. To what extent will a fame he henl by
wind? The author presents correlations of data taken from liquid
poo! fires, which enable us to predict fame bending and trailing
for large fires.
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Welker, J. R., West, H. H., Mento, M. A. and Ice, J. N., A Survey of
the Effectiveness of Control Methods for Fires in Some Hazardous
Chemical Cargoes, U.S. Coast Guard Report CG-D-64-76, NTIS No.
AD/A026300, March, 1976.

Assessment offire safety of marine bulk chemical carriers was
attempted. It is recommended that standard fire control test
methods be developed together with standardized test data col-
lecting and reporting methods and that large-scale fire tests he
made on chemicals from differentfamilies to attempt to develop
methods of correlation with small-scale test results. If a reliable
correlation can be developed, small-scale tests could be used in
the future with more confidence to both predict behavior of
chemical cargoes under fire conditions and to assess large fire
extinguishing effectiveness.

West, H. H., Brown, L. E. and Welker, J. R., “Vapor Dispersion, Fire
Control, and Fire Extinguishment for ENG Spills.” Proceedings ofthe
Fourth International Symposium on Transport of Hazardous Cargoes
by Sea and Inland Waterway, Jacksonville, EL, October 26-30, 1975.
Report Number AD/A-023 505, pp 509-518, October, 1975.

Dry chemical fire extinguishment systems can provide rapid
extinguishment of TNG fires. High expansion foam can reduce
the radiant flux from LNG fires, provide protection for the
surroundings until the fire burns out, and reduce the concentra-
tion of methane in the vapor cloud downwindfrom an LNG fire.

Wilcox, D. C, “Model for Fires With Low Initial Momentum and
Nongray Thermal Radiation.” A!AA Journal. 7J(3):381-386, March,
1975.

A new ambient-air entrainment law accounts for rapid fluid
acceleration from initially low velocity at a liquid pool, to higher
velocities established under buoyant rise ofthe combustion prod-
ucts. Radial-radiation heat transfer is computed with the exact
radiation transport equation. Fire-model predictions fad within
scatter of experimentalflame-height and spectral-radiation data
for LNG fires.
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Wilcox, D. C, Non-Gray Thermal Radiation From a Flame Above a
Pool of Liquid Natural Gas. Report by TRW Systems Group to
A.G.A., A.G.A. Catalog No. M 19714, February, 1971.

This report indicates that (a) spectra! distribution of theradiation
heat flux vector can be calculated, (b) minimal data are required
to extrapolatefrom small to largefires, (c) and important scaling
relationship may have been uncovered, and (d) the flame model
and associated computer program represent a solid foundation
for investigation of radiation properties of a large LNG fire.

Williams, Forman A., Combustion Theory The Fundamental The-
ory of Chemically Reacting Flow Systems. Addison-Wesley Publish-
ing Company, Inc., 1965.

Chapter 2 discusses Rankine- Hugoniot relations andpages 25-27
the properties of the Hugoniot curve.

Witte, L. C. and Cox, J. E., Nonchemical Explosive Interaction of
LNG and Water. ASME Preprint 71-WA/HT-31, 1972.

When LNG contacts water, an explosive incident may occur due
to extremely rapid production of LNG vapor as heat is trans-

ferred from the surrounding water. Pertinent literature is sum-
marized on similar reported explosions when hot molten
materials contact cool liquids. Fragmentation of the LNG is
believed to be the triggering mechanism for explosive vapor
formation. Recent results of fragmentation research are
presented.

Witte, L. C, Cox, J. E. and Bouvier, J. E., “The Vapor Explosion.”
Journal of Metals. 22: 39-44, February, 1970.

The article reviews thefour theories of entrapment, violent boil-
ing, shell theory, and Weber Number Effects. A common factor
exists in that when molten material isfragmented prior to liquid
contact, explosion danger is lessened.
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Witte, L. C, Vyas, T. J. and Gelabert, A. A., “Heat Transfer and
Fragmentation During Molten-Metal/Water Interactions.” Journal
of Heat Transfer. 95:521-527, November, 1973.

This study indicates strongly that fragmentation occurs when a
sample is molten and fragmentation is a response to an external
stimulus. Alternate causes offragmentation areproposed and are
predicated upon the initial collapse of a vapor film around the
molten metal.

Wood, B. D., Blackshear, P. L., Jr. and Eckert, E. R. G., “Mass Fire
Model; An Experimental Study of the Heat Transfer to Liquid Fuel
Burning From a Sandfilled Pan Burner.” Combustion Science and
Technology. 4: 113-129, 1971.

Heat flux data and the radiation heat flux data indicate that
radiation contributes between 20 and 40 percent of the thermal
load to the fuel surface for the methanol flame. For the acetone
flame, approximately 40-60 percent of the totalheat flux is radia-
tion during the two steady burning rate periods.

Yumoto, T., “Heat Transfer From Flame to Fuel Surface in Large
Pool Fires.” Combustion and Flame. 77:108-110, 1971.

The study was made to obtain experimentally the ratio of radia-
tion and convection transfers to total heat transferfrom theflame
to the fuel surface in the range where the burning rate has a
constant value regardless of pan diameter.

Zuber, K., “LNG Facilities Engineered Fire Protection Systems.”
Fire Technology. 72:41-48, 1976.

Dry chemical fire extinguishers used in conjunction with high
expansionfoam have been used successfully in tests to extinguish
LNG spill fires.
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